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We are an organization that originates from the heart of nature, based in the town of Žiri, where tradition and 
innovation intertwine. For decades, we have been producing footwear that carries the essence of nature and a 
passion for winning quality. Our brand Alpina has become synonymous with top craftsmanship, innovative solutions, 
and aesthetic design.

Our greatest pride is that for many years, we have been the first choice of Olympians, world champions, and World 
Cup winners in cross-country skiing and biathlon. Our footwear is recognized worldwide as a key element that 
enables athletes to achieve their best results. The high-level knowledge and quality required to meet athletes' high 
expectations are also evident in our wide range of sports and walking footwear. 
Alpina's products are the result of skilled craftsmen who, with their expertise and dedication to shoe production, create 
true masterpieces. Despite the progress and modernization of production, we maintain our unwavering commitment 
to traditional handmade craftsmanship. Every shoe that emerges from Alpina's development process carries echoes 
of timeless wisdom and enduring mastery. 

After 75 years of experience and success, Alpina is boldly embarking on a new path. Our new VISION, "To be a 
respected footwear manufacturer improving everyday life through comfort and excellence." and MISSION, "We provide 
people with freedom and joy of motion.", are fundamental and unwavering guiding principles. We want to win the 
hearts and feet of people all over the world, bringing comfort, innovation, and elegance into their lives.
At Alpina, we believe that footwear is more than just an accessory. It is a path to a better, more comfortable, and more 
active life. That's why we are dedicated to our mission and strive to fulfill our vision every day.

Alpina - a sense of a new era, a sense for those who appreciate quality and comfort in every step.

Challenge. every day.
tradition
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Flex is an important factor to consider when choosing footwear, especially for downhill, cross-country, 
and backcountry boots. Flex refers to the amount of bend in the sole of a boot. A shoe with a high flex will 
be more flexible and allow for a more natural stride, while a shoe with a low flex will be more rigid and 
provide more support. The ideal amount of flex for a boot will depend on the activity you are using it for.  
The skating technique demands a stiff flex sole, while the classic technique requires soft flex sole characteristics 
in the shoe metatarsal area. The Skate design also employs stiff flex parts and materials. In contrast, the Classic 
and Combi/Duathlon type shoe designs employ soft flex parts and materials that deliver maximum power and 
control. Backcountry and Double poling (DP) employs a medium flex sole and components to deliver a more flexible, 
accommodating ski experience.

FLEX

SOFT STIFFMEDIUM 

FEATURES

Graceful and Forgiving
For classic skiing techniques, a soft flex sole is your ideal companion. This gentle flex offers a graceful and 
forgiving stride, making it easier to navigate a variety of terrains and conditions. The soft flex sole provides 
classic cross-country enthusiasts with comfort and precise control as they glide through the snow.

Adaptable and Versatile
Backcountry adventures and double poling (DP) demand a boot with a medium flex sole and components. This 
adaptable and versatile choice empowers you to effortlessly switch between different skiing techniques and 
conquer diverse terrains. The medium flex sole ensures that you have the freedom to explore any landscape 
with ease.

Solid and Powerful
In the world of skating techniques, a stiff flex sole is of the essence. The solid and powerful structure of a stiff 
flex sole delivers the rigidity and responsiveness needed for efficient and forceful strides on the snow. Skaters 
can trust this firm foundation to maximize their performance and speed.

SOFT

MEDIUM

STIFF
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Alpina, a brand with a rich history of crafting exceptional footwear since 1947, understands the importance of 
a perfect fit. The Alpina Fit represents a harmonious blend of boot construction and meticulous attention to 
detail, catering to a wide range of foot shapes and sizes. Alpina provides options that guarantee a snug and 
comfortable fit tailored to your specific needs. 

Selecting the perfect footwear is a pivotal decision, especially when it comes to cross-country, backcountry, 
and downhill boots. Whether you're an outdoor enthusiast, an adventurer, or a professional athlete, the fit of 
your boots plays a pivotal role in determining your comfort, performance, and overall safety. In this article, 
we explore the paramount importance of a good fit when it comes to these three categories of boots. In the 
world of outdoor sports, comfort is crucial. A well-fitting boot minimizes discomfort, ensuring you can enjoy 
your adventure to the fullest. Whether you're exploring the wilderness, skiing down the slopes, or conquering 
backcountry terrain, a comfortable fit allows you to focus on the experience rather than discomfort. 
Properly fitting boots provide essential SUPPORT. 

In backcountry exploration, where the terrain can be unpredictable, robust support is critical to prevent 
injuries. Well-fitted boots reduce the risk of sprains, strains, and blisters, offering added security and peace 
of mind during your outdoor endeavors.
 
In the realm of skiing, POWER TRANSFER from your feet to your skis is a defining factor in your performance. 
A well-fitted boot ensures optimal power transfer, enabling you to efficiently convert your energy into 
movement. This is particularly crucial when you're speeding down the slopes or navigating challenging terrain 
in backcountry adventures.

FIT

It's our most performance oriented version of fit. The Reace fit is our most narrow fit in the methatarsal area, 
wich ensures a tight connection between the foot and the ski. This gives you the best platform to develope 
and maintain the highest speed possible while practising cross-country skiing.

The dynamic Fit gives you the same suppourt as our Race Fit, but is more genorous in therms of width in the 
metatarsal area. It was developed for all those looking for high performance boots but reqire a higher volume 
due to their specific feet shape.

When we think of the Comfort Fit we think of higer volume. It's our widest fit in the methatharsal area and 
is combined with materials that offer wormth and give you enough support for all of your cross-country 
experiences.

RACE

DYNAMIC

COMFORT
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Introducing the Volume Control Plate (VCP) designed by Alpina's engineer, strategically placed 
beneath the insole, enabling precise adjustment of boot volume. Recognizing that every foot is 
unique, the VCP allows independent customization for the left and right foot. Fine-tune the fit to 
your preference, ensuring optimal comfort and support. If additional space is desired, simply 
remove the plate to achieve greater shoe volume. Experience a truly personalized fit with our 
innovative Volume Control Plate, tailored to meet the diverse needs of your feet.

At Alpina, we belive that the platform for the Skate and the Classic techniques reqires different 
specifics in terms of the connection between your feet and the ski. For the best possible 
experience in the Classic tecnique we have found the solution that is based on decade long 
research and development - ACTIVE GRIP. The 10mm offset of the front metal bar part of the 
Alpina PRO CLASSIC sole will enable you to get more out of every kick you make. No matter what, 
you will enjoy classic technique more than ever with Alpina Active GRIP technology.

Discover sustainable performance through Alpina's use of vegan materials. Benefit from 
breathability, natural antimicrobial features, and eco-friendly components incorporated into 
Alpina's designs, which seamlessly blend functionality and style. Opt for Alpina to embark on 
outdoor adventures with confidence, knowing they align with your values.

Research and testing have shown us that feet move in a specific way while practicing cross-country 
skiing, and our boots can help you with that. Alpina "Free-Feet" technology virtually eliminates 
feet stress, providing the skier maximum comfort and performance. This is accomplished with a 
unique design and manufacturing process to give your feet freedom and all the support you need 
at any given moment.

At Alpina, we prioritize sustainability. Our non-PVC cross-country boots use eco-friendly 
materials like recycled polyester and TPU, which are as durable as PVC but significantly kinder 
to the environment. By choosing these boots, you reduce your environmental impact and join 
our commitment to a greener future. We're proud to offer products that are good for you and the 
planet.

VCP

ACTIVE GRIP

VEGAN

FREE FEET TECHNOLOGY

NON PVC

VARIO

TECHNOLOGies

ACTIVE GRIP

Our high-end models feature elastic tape inserts that allow the gaiters to adapt to a variety of 
lower leg shapes.
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The shoe is constructed with one-piece full-carbon chassis and a full-carbon cuff. All of the boots are made 
in SLOVENIJA. The split racing sole tip and heel are later glued to the chassis of the shoe. It has an anatomic 
ultra lightweight and racy inner shoe, combined with a breathable ultralight gaiter. At the end of the process, 
the shoe is wrapped in special TPU foil that will prevent the water from coming into the shoe but will allow a 
high level of breathability for top racing performance.

Our PRO, Comp, and Racing line are constructed on the sole rather than chassis like Elite 3.0 line. All the 
boots are equipped with our in-house-made ALPINA Soles, which will give you the whole package of ALPINA 
performance. Outer complex materials differ from Full-carbon to TPU and are chosen to provide the best 
performances with similar technologies at different price points.

All TOURING shoes use Alpina Touring GLUED construction and combine Alpina or Roteffela outer soles. The 
specific of this glued construction is great comfort and isolation throughout everyday use while staying price-
performance oriented.

Full bootie construction of the boot ensures your feet are 360° surrounded with 
breathable waterproof materials, and isolated for cold days. In the first phase of 
production, the so-called sock is produced and later united with the rest of the boot 
components to ensure the highest level of fit and performance.

Sheets of meticulously selected materials are stitched together from the inside 
out to create the shoe's foundation. This stitched base, crafted using unique shoe 
manufacturing machines and skilled cobblers, serves as the canvas onto which 
various soles are expertly affixed.

The world's lightest, most responsive 
ski boots are changing the way we 
ski - and win.

We have developed many ways of making boots for different segments of cross-country skiing. The differences 
between World Cup competitors' and recreational users' needs and wishes are significant, so it is necessary to adapt 
the shoe to each segment. World Cup competitors need extreme lightness and breathability of the shoe, while back-
country explorers need warmth and a high level of stability. In all the different segments throughout the manufacturing 
process, we use the knowledge that ultimately provides the best results to every user of our boots.

RACING ELITE

RACING SOLE

TOURING PRIME

BC BOOTIE PRO

BC PRIME

Ultra light Carbon construction
- ultra light performance.

ELITE 3.0

TORSIONAL STABILITY

CONSTRUCTION

ESK 3.0
The single-piece all-carbon anatomic 
skate chassis features extremely light, 
‘hard’ sole flex and delivers superior lateral 
responsiveness and maximum longitudinal 
stiffness and stability. Carbon cuff-to-
heel counter hinge construction delivers 
ultralight, maximal stiffness, minimal 
rotational hinge friction and optimal ankle fit.
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INNOVATIONS

Material: Full Carbon
The anatomic full carbon cuff is exceptionally light and delivers maximal stiffness and superior lateral 
responsiveness. EVA padding delivers superior comfort, while the power strap ensures optimal ankle fit and 
adjustable ankle grip.

Material: Pebax and Carbon
Materials allow exterior boot construction to reduce the weight of the boot, consequently increaseing the 
functionality and durability of the boot. The PRO Cuff is solid and durable. It ensures better torsional stability 
and stence position.

Material: TPU and Carbon 
Materials allow exterior boot construction to reduce the weight of the boot, consequently increasing the 
functionality and durability of the boot. The PRO Cuff is solid and durable. It ensures better torsional stability 
and stance position.

Material: TPU and Carbon
The anatomic full carbon cuff, developed and designed for best rollerski performance  is exceptionally light 
and delivers maximal stiffness and superior lateral responsiveness. EVA padding delivers superior comfort, 
while the power strap ensures optimal ankle fit and adjustable ankle grip.

Material: TPU and Glass-Fiber
Materials allow exterior boot construction to reduce the weight of the boot, consequently increaseing the 
functionality and durability of the boot. The RACE Cuff is solid and durable. It ensures better torsional stability 
and stence position.

Material: TPU
Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) provides good stiffness and lateral stability, while the EVA padding and a 
power strap provide superior comfort and adjustable ankle grip.

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE/DUATHLON

ALPINA COMBI

ALPINA SKATE

ALPINA PRO
SKATE/DUATHLON

ALPINA PRO
JUNIOR
SKATE/DUATHLON

ALPINA ELITE RS

ALPINA RACE

ALPINA TEMPO

Cross-country skiing demands varying levels of ankle support, depending on the technique. Skating necessitates 
increased lateral ankle support for optimal performance, while classic skiing benefits from more ankle 
joint flexibility. Combi boots are engineered for versatility, accommodating both skating and classic skiing. 
For skaters seeking enhanced lateral ankle support and improved responsiveness, our boots incorporate an externally 
riveted or screw-fixed cuff, providing rigidity and lateral stability. These cuffs are ergonomically designed, featuring 
a Velcro power strap and EVA padding for added comfort. Conversely, COMBI boots and those designed for double 
poling (DP) strike a balance in ankle support. To cater to the diverse preferences and needs of cross-country skiers, 
we offer two distinct upper cuff shapes. Your performance, comfort, and style are at the heart of our design.

CUFFS

The combi cuff shape is a bit lover, mid-cut construction, compared to the traditional skate cuff 
shape offering the right amount of support for different use of a shoe. It will help the skier feel stable 
at any given moment while giving you enough freedom for stress-free classic skiing techniques.

The traditional skate anatomic cuff, developed and designed for best performance, is light and 
delivers maximal stiffness and superior lateral responsiveness. This cuff provides the comfort and 
support you need for skating technique. The power strap ensures optimal ankle fit and adjustable 
ankle grip. EVA padding delivers superior comfort, while the power strap ensures optimal ankle fit 
and adjustable ankle grip.
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MEMBRANES

LACING

ALPITEX
MEMBRANE

ALPINA DIAMOND
LACING

ALPINA PRIME
LACING

ALPINA IGLOO

THINSULATE
INSULATION

ALPINA 4DRY

Material: PU Membrane
The Alpitex membrane provides additional protection against water and moisture, 
which increases comfort, even in more extreme weather conditions.

A braid angle of 45° relative to the longitudinal direction of the shoe improves the 
torsional stability of the soft part of the shoe. This ensures a tight fit between the shoe 
and the foot in the rotation phase of the shoe toward the inner side when skiing the 
skating technique. It also improves the torsional stability of the overall shoe and helps 
deliver power to the user.

A braid angle of 90° relative to the longitudinal direction of the shoe provides maximum 
grip in the instep and ensures a tight fit between the boot and the heel when skiing 
the classical technique. 

Material: Felt
Advanced use of insulation provides the foot with maximum thermal comfort.

“Thinsulate” insulation provides up to twice as much thermal shoe insulation. It provides 
the foot maximum thermal comfort even under icy and high-humidity conditions.

4DRY stands for an innovative system made from bi-elastic PES textile material 
laminated with a membrane that allows the boot water impermeable and allows it to 
breathe. The material feels light and is hydrophobic, whisking away water and moisture 
to maximize comfort and ensure a dry and warm foot.

Material: Polyester and TPU foil
Ultralight thin-layer elastic Polyester-made gaiters combine breathability and water tightness. It improves the 
lightness of the shoe. The inside side is equipped with thin PU foil to prevent water and moister penetration 
and absorption, while the instep area is free of any foil to ensure breathability. Gaiters are equipped with 
elastic tape for gaiter adaptability to various lower leg shapes.

Material: PVC and Neoprene
Made out of PVC, it enables strength, lightweight, elasticity, and high durability, while NEOPRENE maintains 
good flexibility over a wide temperature range and offers good insulation against both wet and cold.

ALPINA ELITE
GAITER

ALPINA PULSE
GAITER

Gaiters cover the shoe and lower leg entirely and protect against cold, water, moisture, and snow. Gaiters are elastic 
and adaptable in shoe instep to different foot shapes. On the one hand, gaiters are water-tight but, on the other hand, 
also breathable in the instep area of the shoe. 

Alpina offers two unique lacing systems for cross-country and backcountry boots: Diamond Lacing and Prime 
Lacing. Both systems are designed to improve torsional stability and power transfer, but they have slightly different 
characteristics. Alpina Diamond Lacing and Prime Lacing are two unique lacing systems that offer improved torsional 
stability and power transfer for cross-country and backcountry boots. The best lacing system for you will depend on 
your individual needs and preferences.

Alpina membranes are designed to keep your feet dry, warm, and comfortable in any weather condition. Whether 
you're skiing through deep powder or skating on groomed trails, Alpina membranes will help you stay protected from 
the elements. They are also lightweight and durable. This makes them a good choice for winter cross- and back-
country boots, as they won't add too much weight to your boots and they will last for many seasons.

GAITERS
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innovationS

HEEL COUNTERS

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE CHASSIES

ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC
CHASSIES

ALPINA PRO
SKATE

Material: Full Carbon
The Elite SKATE chassies is a single piece carbon construction wicht combines the sole ind heel counter 
of the boot. It is the best technology Alpina has to offer in cross-country boots. It is a key component of the 
lightest cross-country boot in the World Cup. Although is incredibly lightweight, it provides excellent torsional 
stability and support which helps to improve power transfer and reduce the risk of injuries. The Elite SKATE 
chassies also features "FREE-FEET" construction, which reduces heel pressure and adapts to various types 
of heel and foot shapes.

Material: Full Carbon
The Elite SKATE chassies is a single piece carbon construction wicht combines the sole ind heel counter 
of the boot. It is the best technology Alpina has to offer in cross-country boots. It is a key component of the 
lightest cross-country boot in the World Cup. Although is incredibly lightweight, it provides excellent torsional 
stability and support which helps to improve power transfer and reduce the risk of injuries. The Elite SKATE 
chassies also features "FREE-FEET" construction, which reduces heel pressure and adapts to various types 
of heel and foot shapes.

Material: Carbon
The PRO SKATE heel counter is completely made out of carbon, incredibly lightweight, it provides excellent 
torsional stability and support which helps to improve power transfer and reduce the risk of injuries. The 
PRO SKATE heel counter also features "FREE-FEET" construction, which reduces heel pressure and adapts to 
various types of heel and foot shapes.

The heel counter is a critical component of cross-country and backcountry boots. It provides support for the 
heel and ankle, and helps to keep the foot in place during skiing. Alpina's FREE–FEET construction is a unique 
design that  provides a more natural fit and feel, and helps to improve torsional stability, which is the ability 
of the boot to resist twisting. This is important for skiers who need to transfer power efficiently to their skis. 
They also provide support for the heel and ankle, which can help to prevent injuries and help to keep the foot in place 
inside the boot, which improves control and performance.

ALPINA RACE
SKATE/CLASSIC

ALPINA TEMPO
SKATE/COMBI

ALPINA THERMO
MOLDED BC

ALPINA THERMO
MOLDED

Material: TPU and Glass-Fiber
Premium thermoplastic polyurethane heel counter with glass-fibre, with high level of stiffnes and low weight 
provides a good grip and a stable foothold in the heel. 'Free heel' construction adapts to the various foot 
shapes and heel volumes.

Material: TPU
Thermoplastic polyurethane heel counter provides a good grip and a stable foothold in the heel. 

Premium thermo-molded material strategically integrated into the heel and ankle areas of the boot's structure. 
This innovation is designed to significantly bolster core stability, ensuring your confidence and support on 
challenging terrains.

Material incorporated within the heel section of the boot's construction to enhance fundamental stability.

ALPINA COMP
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP
SKATE

Material: TPU
Premium thermoplastic polyurethane heel counter, with high level of stiffnes and low weight provides a good 
grip and a stable foothold in the heel. 'Free heel' construction adapts to the various foot shapes and heel 
volumes.

Material: Carbon and Pebax
Reaching for the best and lightest, but wishing to be more excessible for a wider range of consumers
COMPETITION SKATE heel counter combines Carbon fibers and PEBAX. It still offers light weight construction, 
and gives you high performance, funciionallity and durability. The injected carbon heel counter is solid and 
durable. It ensures better torsional stability and stance position. 'Free heel' provides a good grip for any heel 
or foot shape.

ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC

Material: Carbon and TPU
The combination of Carbon fiber particles and TPU build the exterior boot construction to reduce the weight 
of the boot, consequently increasing functionality and durability. The injected carbon heel counter is solid and 
durable. It ensures better torsional stability and stance position. 'Free heel' provides a good grip for any heel 
or foot shape.
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MATERIAL STIFFNES WEIGHT

ALPINA ELITE SKATE Carbon and PEBAX 
(World cup Technology) HARD ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA ELITE CLASSIC TPO
(World cup Technology)

SOFT ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA PRO CLASSIC Carbon and PEBAX SOFT ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA TEMPO SKATE Glass fibers and TPU HARD LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA TEMPO CLASSIC TPO SOFT LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA JR TOURING TPO ULTRA SOFT LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA JR RACING SKATE TPO MEDIUM LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA JR RACING CLASSIC TPO SOFT LIGHTWEIGHT

ALPINA
ORTHOLITE

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA TOUR

Alpina OrthoLite® insole technology creates a thermal barrier that elevates footwear 
temperature regulation to an unprecedented level, infusing open-cell PU foam with a 
proprietary aerogel creating the lightest, most advanced version of the world’s most 
insulative material delivering unmatched thermal insulation and all-day comfort and 
cold weather protection underfoot.

Introducing the ALPINA COMP footbed, engineered to elevate your outdoor experiences. 
Crafted with precision, this footbed features open-cell PU foam, which not only provides 
exceptional cushioning but also enhances breathability, ensuring your feet stay fresh 
throughout your adventures. The advanced insulation technology in the ALPINA COMP 
footbed offers reliable protection from the elements, keeping your feet warm in cold 
weather.

Anatomic insole contributes significantly to the vertical stability of the foot, providing 
a high level of comfort and improving the thermal insulation of the shoe, and keeping 
your feet dry.

With midsoles, we are defining the shoe's flex, feel and power characteristics. Midsoles give you the power to reach 
the speed while staying stable. They can give you the extra feel when running classic technique in challenging snow 
conditions or the power while sprinting for first place. Various materials and shapes of midsoles are used to find the 
perfect characteristics we are looking for in every shoe.

Footbeds are vital for both cross country and backcountry activities. They optimize the foot-chassis connection, 
enhancing stability, comfort, and performance

MIDSOLES

FOOTBED
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ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC CHASSIS

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE ONE-PIECE
FULL CARBON

ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC

ALPINA PRO
SKATE

ALPINA PULSE

ROTEFELLA T4

BC XPLORE

ROTEFELLA BC

75 MM

With integrated split Classic sole
Material Chassis: Full Carbon
Material Sole: TPU
Extremely light anatomic and ergonomic single-piece carbon-made soft, pliable sole flex chassis construction 
with directly integrated NNN compatible Classic toe & heel plate. The chassis construction provides maximum 
longitudinal stability, superior responsiveness, and power transmission by the foot to the ski, with “FREE–
FEET” & adaptable heel pocket construction for minimum heel stress and optimal foot fit.

With integrated split Skate sole
Material Chassis: Full Carbon
Material Sole: TPU
Extremely light anatomic and ergonomic single-piece carbon-made stiff sole flex chassis construction with 
integrated NNN compatible Skate toe & heel plate. The chassis provides maximum longitudinal stiffness and 
lateral stability, superior lateral responsiveness, and power transmission by foot to the ski, with “FREE–FEET” 
& adaptable heel pocket construction for minimum heel stress and for optimal foot and ankle fit.

Material: Carbon + Pebax insert and TPU
New Special-made outsole for classic technique. The pivot point, NNN compatible, moved for 10 mm to the 
front direction for better and more efficient thrust. Improved ski-to-snow contact. Thin layer design for the 
lightness of the sole; with low cut heel cleats construction and 90-degree oriented front cleats design for 
optimal sole, soft flex characteristic. 

Material: Carbon + Pebax insert and TPU
New Special-made outsole for skate running technique. A thin layer design offers the lightness of the sole, 
with high cut heel cleats construction and 45-degree oriented front cleats design for optimal sole stiff flex 
characteristic. The pivot point, NNN compatible, slightly moved to the back directly under the big toe to support 
a more efficient and decisive thrust.

Material: TPU
Pulse soles are made to match NNN binding system. Provides good stability and stance position both on 
skate and classic style boots.

Material: TPU
T4 sole offers good power transmission, comfortable, softer flex, and good walkability.

Material: TPU and Rubber Sole
The Rottefella Xplore™ Backcountry sole is anti-skid, flexible, and stable. The rotation point is moved backward 
as close to the foot as possible for better mobility and comfort, giving a more natural walking feeling.

Material: TPU
Backcountry NNN compatible sole with optimum support in rugged terrain; reliable walking thanks to non-slip 
profile.

Material: TPU
Standard 75 mm sole; provides excellent support in rugged terrain; non-slip profile with specially made rubber 
mixture. Tourer free 75 and Alaska 75 use Vibram brand soles.

Outsole type and construction are chosen individually for each boot based on its features and functional requirements.  
We have used years of experience and knowledge from our R&D department and years of collaboration with World  
cup athletes to develop Alpina outsoles for both Skate and Classic techniques with specific characteristics. We are  
happy to choose the best options for every shoe.

OUTSOLES
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JURY STATEMENT: The Alpina PRO cross-country ski boot satisfies the requirements 
for perfect fit, stability and lightness while incorporating design elements that ensure 
a high recognition value,” concluded the jury. In order to optimize the support functions 
and give the athlete the best possible control, an innovative carbon material was used 
in the heel and ankle area, and the shoe was ergonomically shaped to follow the 
contour of the leg. The gaiter is both a design and functional element: it is waterproof, 
and breathable and features eye-catching graphics that make the shoe recognisable 
from a distance.

alpinasports.com

PRO
line



ELITE 3.0choice of champions

Our boots have crossed finish lines and crowned champions. These 
achievements humble us, and we strive to transfer winning experience 
into every product we design. Discover the winner in you and join the 
Alpina family.

Elite 3.0
alpinasports.com

Julia Kern (USA)
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ALPINA ELITE
SKATE CHASSIES
ALPINA SPLIT
SOLE SK
ALPINA ELITE
SKATE
ALPINA
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ALPINA DIAMOND

ALPINA ELITE
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ELITE 3.0 SKATE

54041 /54047

size run
35–49 / 35½–48½
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
460g

ELITE 3.0 CLASSIC

54051 / 54057

size run
35–49 / 35½–48½
color
Red/Black/White
fit 
race
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
310g

Introducing the ELITE 3.0 
SKATE - your winning edge. 
This lightweight boot sets a 
new standard with its superior 
weight-to-functionality ratio. 
Built with full carbon cuffing 
and a breathable gaiter, it 
offers exceptional grip and 
support on any terrain. The 
anatomical footbed ensures a 
snug fit, providing lateral and 
torsional stability. Elevate your 
performance and dominate with 
the ELITE 3.0 SKATE - the perfect 
combination of agility, support, 
and control.

Unleash your beast with the 
ELITE 3.0 CLASSIC. Featuring 
a full carbon chassis, non-PVC 
interior lining, and reinforced 
torsional stability, this boot 
delivers a slimmer, lighter fit. 
Experience unparalleled comfort 
as your foot stays cool and 
comfortable, enabling you to 
reach new heights of greatness.

ELITE 3.0 DUATHLON (Racing service only)

54091 / 54097

size run
35–49 / 35½–48½
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
430g

Achieve elite performance in 
duathlon competitions with our 
latest innovation. The stylish 
design is paired with superior 
features, including carbon cuffs 
for stability, a soft flex sole for 
agility, and an Elite breathable 
membrane to keep your foot 
dry and warm during intense 
moments.

ALPINA ELITE

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE CHASSIES
ALPINA SPLIT
SOLE CL
ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC
ALPINA
ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA ELITE

ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC CHASSIES
ALPINA SPLIT
SOLE CL
ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC
ALPINA
ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA ELITE

» ELITE 3.0 » PRO » COMPETITION » RACE » TOURING » BACKCOUNTRY » JUNIOR » OVERBOOTS » WINTER TREKING » ROLLERSKI BOOTS 



proinnovation can't be stopped

The best comes with the best. This is also what we strive for at Alpina. In the 
PRO family, we want to present models that are competitive with the best in the 
world and enable you to make the most of your power in cross-country skiing.

alpinasports.com

PRO
line
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Gear up for high-level 
competition with our Pro line. 
Experience our top technologies 
at a more affordable price. The 
Alpina PRO classic Sole and 
ACTIVE GRIP Technology enhance 
your power with every kick. With 
the ELITE Gaiter system and 
carbon-infused heel counter, 
this boot is built to endure your 
toughest challenges.

Designed for the runner's 
ultimate performance, this boot 
combines soft and hard flexibility. 
The compact flex sole stabilizes 
precisely, and our ELITE gaither 
technology keeps your feet cool 
and dry. Enjoy added comfort 
during races with the anatomic 
footbed.

PRO SKATE

53A11 / 53A17

size run
35–49 / 35½–48½
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
530g

PRO DUATHLON 

53A21 / 53A27

size run
35–49 / 35½–48½
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
520g

PRO CLASSIC

54031 / 54037 

size run
35–49 / 35½–48½
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
420g

Experience the upgraded 
performance of the PRO SKATE. 
With Elite gaiter technology for 
breathability and a closer fit, a 
new original sole for stability, 
and carbon upgrades, this boot 
delivers fantastic results at a 
fraction of the cost.

ALPINA PRO 
SKATE
ALPINA PRO
SKATE
ALPINA PRO
SKATE
ALPINA ELITE
SKATE
ALPINA
ORTHOLITE
ALPINA
DIAMOND

ALPINA ELITE

ALPINA PRO
SKATE
ALPINA PRO
SKATE
ALPINA PRO
SKATE
ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC
ALPINA
ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA ELITE

ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC
ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC
ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC
ALPINA
ORTHOLITE

 ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA ELITE
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COMPETITIONproving ground

Competition We compete with ourselves every day. We overcome obstacles 
and strive to be better than our previous version. When we 
developed the Competition family of cross-country shoes, we 
had the desire to win in mind. We wanted to make your path to 
success easier.

alpinasports.com
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COMP SKATE

54101

size run
35–49
color
Red/Black/White
fit
dynamic
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
500g

COMP CLASSIC

54111

size run
35–49
color
Red/Black/White
fit
dynamic
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
430g

Unleash your inner champion 
with our latest COMPETITION 
boot, meticulously crafted on 
the firm and comfortable Alpina 
PRO SKATE sole, ensuring 
an impeccable ergonomic 
fit. Designed for flawless 
performance in every twist and 
turn, this boot boasts injected 
hard carbon within the cuff and 
shell, delivering unparalleled 
stability while retaining a 
featherlight design. 
Equipped with Elite Gaither 
technology for breathability and a 
dynamic last for enhanced agility, 
the COMPETITION boot takes your 
game to new heights. Elevate 
your performance and go beyond 
with the COMPETITION boot.

A powerhouse of a boot focused
entirely on performance in the
classic technique. Made in
apart from revolutionary Injected
carbon, it's rigid and stable 
while maintaining incredible 
lightness. The anatomic 
footbed rests on top of New 
PRO classic Sole with Active 
GRIP technology improves 
every kick you make and gives 
you superior power. More 
comprehensive Dynamic Last is 
providing maximum comfort and
a significantly improved fit. In 
moments of pressure, this boot
will hold the foot steady, ready,
and dry until it crosses the 
finish line.

ALPINA PRO SKATE

ALPINA COMP SKATE

APINA PRO SKATE

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA ELITE

ALPINA COMP
CLASSIC
ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC
ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA ELITE
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Racing Alpina's new RACING line of cross-country ski boots is a comprehensive offering 
that delivers the performance and comfort of top-end boots at a more affordable 
price. The line features three distinct models, each designed to meet the needs of 
different skiers. The RACING boots are made with high-quality materials that are 
lightweight and durable. Precise and responsive fit gives you maximum control over 
your skis and efficient power transfer to the snow. The breathable liner wicks away 
moisture and keeps your feet dry and comfortable.

alpinasports.com

racingstep it up
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ALPINA RACE 
CLASSIC
ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC  
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME
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RACE COMBI

54231

size run
35–49
color
Black/Red/White
fit
dynamic
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
560g

RACE SKATE

54211

size run
35–49
color
Black/Red/White
fit
dynamic
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
560g

Experience the thrill of gliding on 
the tracks with the new RACING 
COMBI. Specially tailored for 
beginners, this boot provides the 
perfect combination of generous 
foot space and essential support 
to prevent falls. Crafted from 
high-quality materials, it ensures 
optimal performance without 
sacrificing comfort. Whether 
you're taking your first strides or 
striving to enhance your skills, 
the RACING CLASSIC AS is the 
ideal choice to embark on your 
skiing adventure.

RACE CLASSIC

54221

size run
35–49
color
Black/Red/White
fit
dynamic
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
460g

Meet your ideal partner on 
the track - the RACING SKATE. 
Designed for recreational 
runners who value comfort, this 
boot offers a relaxed fit without 
compromising functionality. The 
original hard flex Alpina sole, 
cuff, and shell provide excellent 
support, ensuring you make 
the most out of your skiing 
experience. Whether you're 
seeking speed or a leisurely 
glide, the RACING SKATE delivers 
the perfect balance between 
comfort and performance.

Discover the pinnacle of comfort 
and performance with this 
must-have boot. Our newest 
development, the original Alpina 
sole, combined with the 4DRY 
breathable system, ensures an 
unparalleled skiing experience. 
The insulated Thinsulate lining 
repels water, keeping your feet dry 
and comfortable. Whether you're 
a seasoned pro or a beginner, 
this boot is an essential addition 
to your gear box, providing the 
perfect blend of comfort and 
performance.

ALPINA RACE SKATE

ALPINA RACE SKATE

ALPINA PRO SKATE

ALPINA TEMPO
SKATE

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA RACE
SKATE
ALPINA RACE 
SKATE

ALPINA PRO SKATE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME
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ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI

ALPINA T MOLDED

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA TEMPO
SKATE

ALPINA TEMPO

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
SKATE

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

TOURINGall wide open

T 40

53541K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
680g

T 30

53551K 

size run
35–50
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
600g

T 15

53561K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
500g

Don't compromise on quality, 
even as an amateur. The T40 
is a standout boot for SKATING 
technique, offering ample foot 
support and unparalleled comfort 
with its relaxed fit. But that's not 
all - we've taken it a step further. 
This feel-good boot is built to 
last, ensuring durability without 
sacrificing style. Embrace the 
best in amateur skating with the 
T40, where performance meets 
lasting appeal.

Step into a world of unparalleled 
comfort with this remarkable 
boot. Designed with an anatomic 
footbed and a relaxed fit, it 
provides the necessary breathing 
room for classic runners. The 
new cuff adds extra lateral
stability, ensuring your feet 
receive the support they need as 
you race through the woods. Give 
your feet the comfort and support 
they deserve with this boot, and 
enjoy a truly remarkable running 
experience.

Conquer snow-covered plains 
with confidence in the new 
T15. This boot offers unrivaled 
stability and smooth handling on 
the skis, ensuring a seamless 
experience. No compromises 
are made when it comes to your 
comfort, allowing you to enjoy 
leisurely runs or unleash your 
speed. Explore with confidence 
and experience the thrill of the 
snowy terrain with the T15 - the 
perfect blend of performance and 
comfort.

ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI

ALPINA TEMPO

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC



ALPINA T MOLDED

ROTTEFELLA T4

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA T MOLDED

ROTTEFELLA T4

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA T MOLDED

ROTTEFELLA T4

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC/NEOPRENE
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T 5

53591K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
530g

T 5 PLUS

53581K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
570g

T 10

53571K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
500g

Experience style and enhanced 
performance with our revamped 
boot. This new design offers a 
leaner and better fit, combining 
the familiar features you love. 
Enjoy twice the room and triple 
the comfort, thanks to its pro-like 
behavior. The anatomic footbed 
and ergonomic NNN T4 sole 
provide exceptional support 
and stability. The thermally 
insulated inside lining keeps 
the cold at bay. Run in style 
and ultimate comfort with this 
boot that redefines your running 
experience.  

Lace up, zip up, and set out 
on an unforgettable journey 
with the T10. This boot is 
the ultimate companion for 
those who prioritize comfort 
without sacrificing functionality. 
With its relaxed fit and warm 
sensation, the T10 ensures 
a cozy experience while 
providing ample support in 
every situation. Explore with 
confidence and enjoy the perfect 
blend of comfort, versatility, 
and functionality with the T10 
- your ideal boot for any skiing 
adventure.

Discover the perfect blend 
of comfort, affordability, and 
functionality with the T5. 
Designed for those seeking 
high-performance at a great 
value, this boot is a perfect fit. 
Thinsulate insulation provides 
exceptional warmth retention 
and breathability. The anatomic 
footbed and NNN T4 ergonomic 
sole enhance stability in the 
stance position. Experience 
unmatched comfort and stability 
on the slopes with the T5 - the 
ideal choice for those looking for 
affordable excellence.
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ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI

ALPINA T MOLDED

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI

ALPINA T MOLDED

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA T MOLDED

75MM

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

tourinGexplore

T 30 EVE

55861K

size run
35–42
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
510g

T 15 EVE

55871K

size run
35–42
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
420g

Experience unmatched comfort 
with the T30 EVE, designed 
specifically for women. This 
all-rounder boot is packed 
with features that enhance 
functionality and provide 
exceptional coziness. Tailored to 
suit the anatomy of a woman's 
foot, it ensures maximum comfort 
with every step. Crafted from 
durable materials, this boot is 
built to withstand the test of 
time, allowing you to explore 
with confidence for years to 
come. Discover the perfect 
balance of comfort, durability, 
and performance
with the T30 EVE.

Go anywhere and everywhere 
with this boot that offers 
unlimited possibilities. Whether 
you're strolling along tracks or 
venturing through unexplored 
paths, this versatile boot is your 
perfect companion. Designed with 
a soft flex ALPINA PULSE sole, 
it's ideal for classic technique 
runners. With an anatomic 
footbed and thermal insulation, it 
guarantees exceptional comfort 
and keeps your feet dry. Embrace 
the ultimate combination of 
performance and comfort 
with this boot, and unlock the 
boundless potential of your 
adventures.

ADVENTURER 75

52431K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
540g

Challenge yourself and embrace 
adventure with this exceptional 
boot. Designed to conquer both 
established tracks and unbeaten 
paths, it offers versatility for 
every terrain. The anatomic 
footbed provides unmatched 
comfort and support, while the 
ergonomic 75 Nordic Norm 
sole ensures stability and 
performance. With its thermally 
insulated inside lining, this boot 
keeps the cold at bay, allowing 
you to focus on the thrill of 
the journey. Step into this boot 
and let your wanderlust guide 
you to new experiences with 
confidence and comfort.



ALPINA T MOLDED

ROTTEFELLA T4

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA T MOLDED

ROTTEFELLA T4

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA T MOLDED

ROTTEFELLA T4

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC/NEOPRENE

T 5 EVE

55911K

size run
25-38
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
420g

T 5 PLUS EVE

55891K

size run
35–42
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
470g

T 10 EVE

55881K

size run
35–42
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
420g

Discover the ultimate reliabil-
ity and comfort with the new 
T5 EVE. This boot is perfectly 
suited for those solitary outings 
when you seek time for yourself. 
Equipped with an anatomic 
footbed and thermal lining, it 
provides extra warmth and co-
ziness. But don't be fooled by its 
comfort - this boot still delivers 
the necessary kick to take on 
any challenge that comes your 
way. Embrace versatility and
reliability with the T5 EVE, the 
ideal boot for your outdoor 
pursuits.

Experience the ultimate in 
comfort and performance with 
the new T5 EVE. Specially 
designed for women recreational 
skiers, these boots offer a 
precise fit that feels like a glove. 
Featuring a fully flexible NNN T4 
sole and an anatomic footbed, 
they provide unmatched flexibility 
and comfort. With their new and 
improved design, these boots not 
only perform exceptionally but 
also look better than ever. Step 
into the T5 EVE and unleash your 
adventurous spirit on the slopes.

Stay comfortable at all times with 
this exceptional boot, designed 
to endure any winter adventure. 
Fitted with an anatomic footbed 
and a soft flex sole, it offers 
superior stability and support. 
The boot is thermally insulated to 
keep your foot warm and dry,
allowing you to enjoy the out-
doors even in challenging con-
ditions. When the first snowfall 
arrives, this boot will be waiting 
for you, ready to provide comfort 
and durability for all your winter 
excursions.
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The practice makes the master, if the master does the practice. At Alpina, we 
strive to ensure that our little masters can start practicing at an early age. We 
enable them to develop their potential to the fullest extent possible!

Junior

juniorpush and play



ALPINA PRO
JR CLASSIC

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA ELITE
CL JR

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

ELITE 3.0 SKATE JR

55832

size run
35-42
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race junior
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
440g

ELITE 3.0 CLASSIC JR

55852

size run
33–42
color
Red/Black/White
fit
race junior
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
350g

Size doesn't matter when it 
comes to execution. This boot 
may be small, but it delivers 
exceptional performance. 
Featuring 4DRY technology for 
breathability, the original Alpina 
sole for stability and comfort, 
and injected with carbon 
for a featherlight yet robust 
construction. It offers the best 
performance-to-weight ratio 
among kids' boots on the market. 
Let your young champion rise to 
the occasion and unleash their 
potential with this extraordinary 
boot.

Feel the exhilaration of world-class 
performance with the new Elite 
Classic 3.0 JR. This boot is lighter 
than ever, a remarkable twenty 
percent lighter than its predecessor. 
Injected carbon construction 
ensures increased durability while 
reducing weight. Don't miss the 
opportunity to unlock greatness 
from a young age. Step into the 
Elite Classic 3.0 JR and set yourself 
on the path to excellence.

Size is no limitation for 
this boot's execution and 
performance. Packed with 
features like 4DRY technology 
for enhanced breathability, the 
original Alpina sole for stability 
and comfort, and injected 
carbon for a featherlight yet 
resilient build. This boot offers 
the best performance-to-weight 
ratio among kids' boots on the 
market. It's time for your young 
champion to shine and embrace 
their winning spirit with this 
exceptional boot.

ELITE 3.0 DUATHLON JR 

55842

size run
33–42
color
Black/Red/White
fit
race junior
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
420g

ALPINA PRO
JR SKATE
ALPINA PRO
JR SKATE

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA ELITE
SK JR

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA PRO
JR SKATE
ALPINA PRO
JR SKATE

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA ELITE
CL JR

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME
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T KID

59601K

size run
25–38
color
Black/Red/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
350g

TJ

59591K

size run
25–38
color
Black/Red/White
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
360g

Give younger feet the comfort 
they deserve with the T KID boot. 
Designed with special care to 
match the anatomy of children's 
feet, it offers an ideal fit. This 
boot prioritizes comfort without 
compromising ski control or 
maintaining a steady position.
Let your young adventurers
conquer the slopes with 
confidence, as the T KID boot 
provides the perfect blend of 
comfort and performance.

Discover the joy of running 
with the TJ kid's boot. Featuring 
an anatomic footbed, it offers 
unmatched comfort and stability. 
With Thinsulate insulation, your 
foot remains dry and warm, 
providing a cozy feel. This boot 
enhances ski control and is 
perfect for young adventurers 
taking their first steps in the 
world of running. Experience the 
thrill of learning with the TJ kid's 
boot, making running a delightful 
journey for young enthusiasts.  

Experience the impossible with 
the new RACE duathlon JR. This 
remarkably lightweight boot 
features a TPU heel counter and 
anatomic footbed for superior 
comfort. With its breathable 
4DRY lining and thermal 
insulation, it's the perfect boot 
to achieve your now possible 
results. Embrace lightness 
and performance like never 
before with this exceptional 
boot, designed to unlock your 
potential and propel you towards 
greatness.

RACE COMBI JR

59941K

size run
33–42
color
Black/Red/White
fit
dynamic
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
450g

ALPINA RACE
SKATE JR
ALPINA RACE
SKATE JR

ALPINA PULSE JR

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC JR

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA MOLDED

ROTEFELLA T4 JR

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC JR

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA MOLDED

ROTEFELLA T4 JR

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC JR

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

juniorpush and play



T 10 JR

59821K

size run
25–38
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
360g

T 5 PLUS JR

59831K

size run
25–38
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
410g

T 5 JR

59841K

size run
25–38
color
Black/White/Red
fit
comfort
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
380g

The fun begins here! This boot 
provides ultimate comfort with 
its relaxed fit, specifically tailored 
for children's feet. With thermal 
insulation and a soft flex NNN 
T4 sole, it offers a boot that will 
thrill even the most serious run-
ners. Get ready for hair-raising 
adventures with this outstanding 
boot that blends comfort and 
performance, creating a perfect 
combination for endless fun.

Experience the end of uncom-
fortable cross country skiing with 
the T5 PLUS JR boot. Created 
for those embarking on their 
journey in this beautiful sport, 
it offers unmatched comfort. 
With thermal insulation, it keeps 
young feet warm throughout their 
skiing adventures. The anatomic 
footbed ensures a smooth and 
comfortable ride over bumps and 
uneven terrain. Say goodbye to 
discomfort and embrace the joy 
of skiing with the T5 PLUS JR.

Embark on epic adventures 
with the kid's boot that craves 
excitement. Run in comfort on 
the anatomic footbed, allowing 
every step to be a delight 
while enjoying the warmth that 
charges each stride. Experience 
the joy of controlling your skis' 
every movement with ease and 
maintaining stability throughout. 
This simple, yet remarkable 
boot is designed for pure fun, 
providing the perfect companion 
for unforgettable adventures.

ALPINA MOLDED

ROTEFELLA T4 JR

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC JR

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC/NEOPRENE

ALPINA MOLDED

ROTEFELLA T4 JR

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC JR

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC

ALPINA MOLDED

ROTEFELLA T4 JR

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC JR

ALPINA TOUR

ALPINA PRIME

PVC
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winter add-onsthe winter voyager

XT ACTION

53791K

size run
36–48
color
Red/White/Black
fit
comfort
weight (1 boot)
650g

XT ACTION

53792K

size run
36–48
color
Black/White
fit
comfort
weight (1 boot)
650g

Discover the ultimate partner 
to defy the harshest winter 
conditions with this reliable and 
comfortable boot. Remarkably 
lightweight, it keeps your feet 
warm in any environment. 
Thick soles provide excellent 
protection from cold surfaces. 
Whether you're exploring snowy 
landscapes or engaging in 
outdoor activities.

Discover the ultimate partner 
to defy the harshest winter 
conditions with this reliable and 
comfortable boot. Remarkably 
lightweight, it keeps your feet 
warm in any environment. 
Thick soles provide excellent 
protection from cold surfaces. 
Whether you're exploring snowy 
landscapes or engaging in 
outdoor activities.

EVA/RUBBER

ALPINA COMP

EVA/RUBBER

ALPINA COMP

OVERSHOE ELITE 3.0

51684K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White
materials
neoprene
weight (1 boot)
160g

Experience the epitome of racing 
excellence with our advanced Neoprene 
Overboot exclusively designed for the 
ELITE line. Crafted to cater to the needs 
of professional racers, this overboot 
enhances your competitive edge. 
Constructed from premium neoprene 
material, it provides exceptional insulation 
and safeguards against extreme 
conditions. The ideal companion for ELITE 
racing boots, this overboot ensures that 
you're equipped to conquer the most 
challenging racing scenarios.

ALPINA PRIME

ALPINA PRIME
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OVERBOOT TOURING

50B43K

size run
36–48
color
Black/White
materials
cordura, fur
weight (1 boot)
100g

Stay warm and dry in the face of snow, 
cold, and extreme conditions with our 
reliable ADD-ons, including the Overboot 
designed specifically for touring boots. 
Designed to keep you comfortable and 
protected, these versatile accessories 
are essential for your outdoor adventures. 
Embrace the elements and explore without 
limitations, thanks to our innovative ADD-
ons collection.

OVERBOOT BC

50B62K

size run
36–48
color
Black/White
materials
cordura, fur
weight (1 boot)
100g

Conquer the rugged outdoors with 
confidence using our Backcountry
Overboot, expertly engineered from robust 
Cordura material to endure the most 
extreme weather challenges. Tailored 
for touring boots, this ADD-on ensures 
unmatched warmth and dryness in the 
face of snow, cold, and harsh conditions. 
Equip yourself with the ultimate shield for 
your demanding backcountry endeavors.

OVERBOOT RACING

51032K

size run
35–50
color
Black/White
materials
neoprene
weight (1 boot)
100g

OVERBOOT JUNIOR

59A32K

size run
26-38
color
Black/White
materials
cordura, fur
weight (1 boot)
50g

Prepare young explorers for winter 
escapades with our Junior Overboot, 
thoughtfully designed for touring boots. 
From snow to cold to extreme conditions, 
our ADD-ons collection ensures they stay 
comfortable and protected. Keep their feet 
warm and dry as they venture into the 
great outdoors, equipped with reliable gear 
that stands up to any challenge.
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Enhance your racing prowess with our 
precision-engineered Overboot for the 
RACING series. Crafted with meticulous 
attention to detail, this overboot amplifies 
the capabilities of your racing boots, 
providing an extra layer of protection and 
insulation against various environmental 
factors. Built to excel in demanding 
conditions, it ensures your feet remain 
at their best, enabling you to give your 
undivided focus to the race at hand.
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backcountryrefreshed BC experience

Lightweight, nimble, and responsive, the Alpina new BC boots feature 
SprinPin technology which along with Rottefella's Xplore binding offer a 
refreshed backcountry experience providing countless miles and endless 
smiles.

Pioneer 
Tech alpinasports.com



THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA XPLORE

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE

ALPINA ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER +
TECHNICAL MATERIAL

ALPINA PRO
CLASSIC

ROTEFELLA XPLORE

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE

ALPINA ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

SUPERFABRIC

PIONEER PRO

539L1

size run
36–49
color
Brown/Black/Red
fit
dynamic
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
770g

Meet Pioneer TECH – seamlessly 
blending classic design, 
modern tech, and comfort. With 
three flex zones for natural, 
responsive strides, it's paired 
with an Xplore Rottefella sole for 
versatile terrain performance. Its 
lightweight build boosts agility 
and reduces fatigue. With the 
perfect fit, it's your go-to for style, 
tech, and top-notch outdoor 
experiences.

PIONEER TECH

539M1

size run
36–49
color
Black/Red
fit
dynamic
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
680g

Ignite your adventure spirit with 
the Pioneer back country boot. 
Its hard flex explorer sole and 
natural leather exude classic 
style and technical precision.
The anatomic footbed guarantees 
stability and comfort, while 
the Alpitex membrane keeps 
your feet well-ventilated and 
dry. This Pioneer model is your 
ticket to unmatched comfort 
and performance, blending style 
and functionality seamlessly 
for unforgettable outdoor 
experiences.
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THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER

DISCOVERER VITAL

539X1

size run
36-48
color
Black/Red
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
730g

Unveil new horizons with the 
Discoverer VITAL boot, living up 
to its name. The NNN BC sole's 
medium flex delivers control 
and confidence for exploration. 
Featuring Alpina prime lacing, 
an anatomic breathable footbed 
for comfort, and the Alpitex 
membrane for water protection, 
the Discoverer VITAL guarantees 
warmth and comfort. 
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THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

VEGAN + TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL

THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA BC NNN

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

VEGAN + TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL

THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER +
TECHNICAL MATERIAL

TOURER VITAL

539T1

size run
36–49
color
Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
770g

Your go-to boot for outdoor 
adventures, whether you're a 
BC enthusiast or simply love 
exploring nature. With a medium 
flex NNN BC sole, an anatomic 
breathable footbed, and an 
Alpitex waterproof membrane, 
it strikes the perfect balance of 
flexibility and protection. Discover 
unparalleled comfort and 
performance with Tourer Vital.

TOURER PRO 

539S1

size run
36-49
color
Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
680g

Tourer PRO: A warm,
vegan-friendly, leather boot 
designed for comfort and 
simplicity. It boasts an Alpitex 
waterproof membrane, easy 
lacing, and an anatomic 
breathable footbed. With a 
medium NNN BC sole, it strikes 
the perfect balance between 
control and flexibility, delivering 
warmth, simplicity, and top-
notch performance for sport 
enthusiasts.

DISCOVERER FREE

539U1

size run
36–49
color
Brown/Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
770g

Discover simple pleasures 
with the Discoverer Free. This 
warm and comfortable boot is 
perfect for sports enthusiasts 
who appreciate the joy of 
simplicity. Crafted from natural 
leather and upgraded with the 
Alpitex waterproof membrane, 
easy lacing, and an anatomic 
breathable footbed, it prioritizes 
your comfort.

backcountrygreat escapes



TOURER FREE

539Y2

size run
36–49
color
Black/Red
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
770g

Meet Tourer Free: the ultimate 
choice for outdoor enthusiasts 
seeking comfort and performance 
on BC expeditions. Its medium 
flex NNN BC sole and anatomic 
footbed provide the perfect 
balance of flexibility and support. 
Featuring a vegan-friendly 
construction and the Alpitex 
waterproof membrane for dryness 
and insulation, Tourer Free 
is an excellent choice for BC 
enthusiasts and lovers of outdoor 
adventures. Enjoy unparalleled 
comfort and performance on your 
expeditions with Tourer Free.

TOURER LIGHT

539Z2

size run
36–48
color
Gray
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
770

A lighter version of the reliable 
and comfortable Tourer Tourer 
Light boot for back-country 
adventures. Featuring a BC 
NNN sole for optimal control 
and stability, equipped with the 
Alpitex waterproof membrane, 
it offers outstanding protection 
from water intrusion and ensures 
comfort and performance on 
your backcountry journeys.

TOURER FREE 75

53A31

size run
36–49
color
Brown
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
770g

A reliable and comfortable 
boot for outdoor adventures. 
Featuring a BC 75 MM sole for 
optimal control and stability, 
equipped with the Alpitex 
waterproof membrane, it offers 
outstanding protection from 
water intrusion and ensures 
comfort and performance on 
your backcountry journeys. 

TOURER FREE

539Y1

size run
36–49
color
Brown
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
770g

Meet Tourer Free: the ultimate 
choice for outdoor enthusiasts 
seeking comfort and performance 
on BC expeditions. Its medium 
flex NNN BC sole and anatomic 
footbed provide the perfect 
balance of flexibility and support. 
Featuring a vegan-friendly 
construction and the Alpitex 
waterproof membrane for dryness 
and insulation, Tourer Free 
is an excellent choice for BC 
enthusiasts and lovers of outdoor 
adventures. Enjoy unparalleled 
comfort and performance on your 
expeditions with Tourer Free.
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THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

VEGAN + TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL

THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

VEGAN + TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL

THERMO MOLDED BC

VIBRAM 75MM

ALPINA ELITE SKATE

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

VEGAN + TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL

THERMO MOLDED BC

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

VEGAN + TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL
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backcountrygreat escapes

ALASKA

50062

size run
36–47
color
Red/Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
930g

ALASKA HEAT

51711

size run
40–47
color
Red/Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
1060g

Experience the freedom of 
exploring the unknown and 
immersing yourself in nature 
with our new Alaska boots. 
Equipped with a medium flex 
NNN BC sole and crafted from 
natural leather. With a focus on 
comfort, these boots feature an 
anatomic footbed for stability and 
coziness. The Alpitex technology 
keeps water out, ensuring dry 
and comfortable feet during your 
adventures.

ALASKA XP

53971

size run
36–50
color
Red/Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
930g

Experience the ultimate comfort 
and performance with our 
top-quality ski hiking footwear. 
Designed with an anatomic 
footbed, it ensures a perfect 
fit for your foot, delivering 
exceptional support during your 
winter adventures. Elevate your 
ski hiking experience with the 
innovative ROTTEFELLA XPLORE 
sole and binding system. Enjoy 
the convenience of easy entry 
and exit, while the lightweight 
construction allows for effortless 
movement. 

Experience unparalleled warmth 
with our winter BC boot designed 
to keep you cozy throughout 
the coldest weather. Crafted 
with premium comfort in mind, 
it features an anatomically 
built footbed on a stiffer NNN 
BC ergonomic sole, ensuring 
enhanced stability and a secure 
grip on any surface. Step into 
the future of winter comfort with 
this boot that offers adjustable 
temperature control.

THERMO MOLDED

ROTEFELLA XPLORE

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE

ALPINA ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER

THERMO MOLDED

ROTEFELLA BC NN

ALPINA TEMPO 
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER

THERMO MOLDED

ROTEFELLA BC NN

ALPINA TEMPO 
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER



Discover the perfect fit for sport 
enthusiasts with our Alaska 
75 boot. Designed for ultimate 
comfort, it features an anatomic 
footbed, Thinsulate thermal 
insulation, and natural materials. 
Built to last, this boot is a strong 
and durable piece of sports 
equipment. Fitted with a 75 mm 
Vibram sole, it offers excellent 
grip and optimal power transfer 
for enhanced performance.

OUTLANDER

51701

size run
36–49
color
Black/Red
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
860g

Unleash your spirit of adventure 
with the Outlander boot, 
designed to discover the 
unknown. The TPU cuffing and 
heel counter offer enhanced 
stability and improved stance 
position, allowing you to conquer 
challenging terrains. With an 
anatomic footbed, it ensures 
optimal comfort even in the 
harshest conditions. 

OUTLANDER EVE

55491

size run
35–42
color
Black/Blue
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
690g

Experience the perfect fit and 
ultimate comfort with our women 
's-specific boot. The interior is 
lined with the Alpitex membrane 
and insulated with Thinsulate, 
ensuring comfort, coziness, and 
warmth. Equipped with an NNN 
BC sole, reinforced with TPU 
cuffing and heel counter, this 
boot offers stability and support.  

ALASKA 75

50083

size run
36–47
color
Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
1050g

Discover the perfect fit for sport 
enthusiasts with our Alaska 
75 boot. Designed for ultimate 
comfort, it features an anatomic 
footbed, Thinsulate thermal 
insulation, and natural materials. 
Built to last, this boot is a strong 
and durable piece of sports 
equipment. Fitted with a 75 mm 
Vibram sole, it offers excellent 
grip and optimal power transfer 
for enhanced performance.

ALASKA 75

50082

size run
36–47
color
Red/Black
fit
dynamic
flex
medium
weight (1 boot)
1050g

ALPINA TEMPO COMBI

THERMO MOLDED

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

THERMO MOLDED

VIBRAM 75MM

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER

THERMO MOLDED

VIBRAM 75MM

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

NATURAL LEATHER
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PVC

ALPINA TEMPO COMBI

THERMO MOLDED

ROTEFELLA
BC NNN
ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

PVC



ROLLERSKI BOOTSroll with it

PRO CL SM

53481

size run
35-50
color
Red/Black/White
binding
Alpina PDP
fit
race
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
300g

Embrace the winter season 
and elevate your performance 
with the new PRO CL SMV 
boot. Designed for optimal 
performance, it features the 
Alpina PDP soft flex sole, offering 
enhanced stability and optimal 
energy transfer to your skates. 
The addition of an anatomic 
footbed ensures that your hard 
work is accompanied by utmost 
comfort. Gear up and bring your 
A-game every day with this high-
performance boot.

THERMO MOLDED

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA ELITE
CLASSIC

ALPINA ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

TEXTILE

PRO SK SM

53491

size run
35–50
color
Red/Black/White
binding
Alpina PDP
fit
race
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
440g

Experience the power of a 
true winner with our high-
performance boot. Equipped 
with carbon fiber cuffs and a 
heel counter, it offers exceptional 
stability and enhanced power 
transfer. The anatomic footbed 
ensures optimal comfort, while 
the Alpina PDP hard flex sole 
delivers superior performance. 
This boot is designed to conquer 
the lanes and produce winning 
outcomes.

ALPINA ELITE SKATE

ALPINA ELITE RS

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA ELITE
SKATE

ALPINA ORTHOLITE

ALPINA PRIME

TEXTILE

38 
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RACE CL SM

53501K 

size run
35–50
color
Black/Red/White
binding
Alpina
fit
dynamic
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
410g

Adventure calls, and you can't 
resist its allure. The R CL SM 
is your perfect companion. 
No matter how scorching the 
weather, this boot ensures a 
comfortable grip on your foot, 
allowing you to run in style for 
as long as your legs can carry 
you. Say yes to adventure, say 
yes to comfort and style with the 
R CL SM.

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

TEXTILE

RACE CL AS SM 

53511K 

size run
35–50
color
Black/Red/White
binding
Alpina
fit
dynamic
flex
soft
weight (1 boot)
500g

Meet the R CL AS SM, your ideal 
summer running companion. 
Designed for versatile runners 
who embrace multiple 
techniques, it's equipped with 
an Alpina soft flex sole and an 
anatomical footbed, ensuring 
both stability and comfort. Plus, 
the TPU cuff provides extra ankle 
support for those moments 
of transition. Stay active and 
comfortable with the R CL AS SM 
boot, perfectly tailored to your 
summertime adventures.

ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI

ALPINA TEMPO

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
CLASSIC

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

TEXTILE

RACE SK SM

53521K 

size run
35–50
color
Black/Red/White
binding
Alpina
fit
dynamic
flex
stiff
weight (1 boot)
530g

Introducing our high-performance 
ALPINA PRO RS SKATE cuff and 
heel counter for the ultimate 
skating experience. Teamed 
with ALPINA PULSE midsoles 
and the ALPINA TEMPO SKATE 
midsole, it's a power-packed 
combo. The ANATOMIC footbed 
guarantees comfort and support, 
while the ALPINA PRIME lacing 
system ensures a snug fit. This 
combination is a game-changer, 
perfect for both recreational and 
competitive skaters.

ALPINA PRO
RS SKATE
ALPINA PRO
RS SKATE

ALPINA PULSE

ALPINA TEMPO
SKATE

ALPINA COMP

ALPINA PRIME

TEXTILE



poles
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Adjustable wide wrist strap offers great support in the wrist area and helps you to use all your upper body 
for moving forward.

Biathlon style, with easy adjustable loop.

Strong adjustable strap is comfortable and enables weight distribution around the whole wrist.

Ergonomic cork grip is made of natural materials which enables better warmth generation and an optimal 
grip.

Dual material ergonomic grip with soft foam for greater warmth.

Our shafts, made of aircraft quality Aluminium alloy 7075, are strengthened and tempered, to maximize the 
quality and improve the durability.

Carbon fibres give the poles a classic carbon look. The extreme lightness and optimal stiffness of the poles 
are the characteristics everyone is looking for.

Steel tip ensures durability.

Our shafts Aluminium alloy 5083 are produced in Italy and each tube is checked by our robots and our 
technicians to ensure the highest possible quality.

Good support and grip on and off the tracks.

Carbide tip ensures optimal long term performance.

Greater impact surface for deep snow, equipped with a durable carbide tip for better grip in icy conditions.

EVOLUTION
CLICK STRAP

XC COMFORT
STRAP

TEXTILE STRAP

CORK GRIP

PE GRIP

ALUMINIUM 7075

3K CARBON FIBER

STEEL TIP

ALUMINIUM 5083

XC TOURING
BASKET

CARBIDE TIP

XC BC BASKET

CX 100

PA3201

lenght
130-170cm
tube
3K CARBON FIBER
Ø
16mm
basket
racing
tip
carbide
grip
cork
glove
evolution click

BC PIONEER

PA3211

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 7075
Ø
16mm
basket
XC BC
tip
carbide
grip
cork
glove
xc comfort alpina



ST PLUS

PA3141

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 5083
Ø
16mm
basket
touring
tip
steel
grip
cork
glove
textile strap

ST PLUS

PA3191

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 7075
Ø
16mm
basket
XC BC
tip
carbide
grip
cork
glove
xc comfort alpina

ST

PA3121

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 5083
Ø
16mm
basket
touring
tip
steel
grip
pe grip
glove
textile strap

ST

PA3131

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 5083
Ø
16mm
basket
touring
tip
steel
grip
pe grip
glove
textile strap

ST JR

PA3171

lenght
90-115cm
tube
AL 5083
Ø
16mm
basket
touring
tip
steel
grip
pe grip
glove
textile strap

ST PLUS

PA3151

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 5083
Ø
16mm
basket
touring
tip
steel
grip
cork
glove
textile strap

XT

PA3181

lenght
120-165cm
tube
AL 5083
Ø
16mm
basket
XC BC
tip
steel
grip
cork
glove
xc comfort alpina

41 
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ENYO

Our revolutionary C³ 
technology, the Complete 
Control Cuff, sets ALPINA 
apart as the world’s first and 
only ski boot producer that 
has developed a system that 
allows women to adjust calf 
volume in a mere 5 seconds, 
without the need for any 
tools. While competitors 
offer limited adjustments 
with so-called spoilers, C³ 
technology stands out by 
providing an anatomical 
adjustment from the ankle 
area to the top of the boot 
for complete control over 
your comfort and volume.



43 alpinasports.com
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technologies +
innovations

Introducing the Volume Control Plate (VCP) designed by Alpina's engineer, strategically placed 
beneath the insole, enabling precise adjustment of boot volume. Recognizing that every foot is 
unique, the VCP allows independent customization for the left and right foot. Fine-tune the fit to 
your preference, ensuring optimal comfort and support. If additional space is desired, simply 
remove the plate to achieve greater shoe volume. Experience a truly personalized fit with our 
innovative Volume Control Plate, tailored to meet the diverse needs of your feet.

The best skiers demand the perfect stance. Adjustable canting allows for the lateral alignment 
of the boot to be adapted to individual preferences, which enables the skier to develop perfect 
technique.

Alpina’s unique fully-integrated InTemp heating system keeps your feet comfortably warm at all 
times, but never overheated.

Designed with superior materials and a pronounced profile, the ergonomic sole holds a perfect 
grip on any slippery surface.

Our revolutionary C³ technology, the Complete Control Cuff, sets ALPINA apart as the world's first 
and only ski boot producer that has developed a system that allows women to adjust calf volume 
in a mere 5 seconds, without the need for any tools. While competitors offer limited adjustments 
with so-called spoilers,  C³ technology stands out by providing an anatomical adjustment from the 
ankle area to the top of the boot for complete control over your comfort and volume.

At Alpina, we take our natural responsibility seriously. We are committed to developing sustainable 
products that minimize our impact on the environment. That's why we have developed a range of 
non-PVC cross-country boots that are made with more eco-friendly materials. PVC, or polyvinyl 
chloride, is a synthetic material that is commonly used in a wide range of products, including 
shoes. However, PVC is also a non-biodegradable material that can take hundreds of years to 
decompose. In addition, PVC production can release harmful chemicals into the environment. 
Our non-PVC cross-country boots are made with more sustainable materials, such as recycled 
polyester and TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane). These materials are just as durable and
high-performing as PVC, but they are also much more environmentally friendly. By choosing our 
non-PVC cross-country boots, you can help to reduce your environmental impact and support our 
commitment to sustainability. We are proud to offer products that are good for your feet and good 
for the planet.

VCP

CANTING

INTEMP

GRIPWALK

C³

NON PVC
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Both the specially designed construction of the instep and the innovative Easy Entry system make 
boots simple to get on/off quickly and easily.

A rigid, lightweight structural frame connects the four main stress points and is reinforced on the 
most demanding axes, ensuring maximum strength and rigidity while reducing weight.

EASY ENTRY

XFRAME

CHARGING
The boot’s charging input is small, 
discrete, easily accessed and 
weather-proofed. Smart and simple – 
no need to disassemble the boot to 
charge.

BATTERY
Batteries are fully integrated inside 
the boot, and also easily changeable.

SMART CONTROL
Ready to use with the simple push 
of a button, the system runs at 
full-power for initial warm-up, then 
automatically returns to normal 
power, so feet are optimally warmed 
but never overheated.

We bid farewell to the cold days on the slope. The new InTemp 
heating technology ensures a warm embrace of the foot at a push 
of a button. Its easy access, smart charge, and discrete design 
will surely leave a comfortable and warm impression.

InTemp 
alpinasports.com
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ENYOexpand and ENYO-y

ENYO 105 HEAT

3Y131

size run
220-275
skier type
Advanced
color
Silver/Green/Black
shell
PU
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
105
weight (1 boot)
1495g

ENYO 105

3Y141

size run
220-275
skier type
Advanced
color
Silver/Green/Black
shell
PU
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
105
weight (1 boot)
1461g

For advanced skiers, the ENYO 
105 offers the perfect fusion of 
performance flex and next-level 
materials. It delivers top-level 
skiing performance while remaining 
remarkably lightweight:
• Adaptability with C3 Technology: 

Tailor the calf volume to your liking
• Best material within lineup (PU) for 

more power transfer and longer 
optional flex-life.

• Customizable Inner Boot: Achieve the 
perfect fit within minutes.

• Integrated Heating (Optional): 
Experience comfort like never before. 
With the ENYO 105, you no longer 
need to compromise. Step up your 
game and experience skiing at its 
finest.

 
ENYO Skiboots offer the perfect 
blend of technology, comfort, and 
performance. Make your next skiing 
season unforgettable!

For advanced skiers, the ENYO 
105 offers the perfect fusion of 
performance flex and next-level 
materials. It delivers top-level 
skiing performance while remaining 
remarkably lightweight:
• Adaptability with C3 Technology: 

Tailor the calf volume to your liking
• Best material within lineup (PU) for 

more power transfer and longer 
optional flex-life.

• Customizable Inner Boot: Achieve the 
perfect fit within minutes.

• Integrated Heating (Optional): 
Experience comfort like never before. 
With the ENYO 105, you no longer 
need to compromise. Step up your 
game and experience skiing at its 
finest.

 
ENYO Skiboots offer the perfect 
blend of technology, comfort, and 
performance. Make your next skiing 
season unforgettable!

Õ

Õ
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ENYO 95

3Y121

size run
220-275
skier type
Advanced
color
Anthracite/Silver/Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
95
weight (1 boot)
1461g

ENYO 85

3Y111

size run
220-275
skier type
Intermediate
color
Black/Gold
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
85
weight (1 boot)
1469g

ENYO 85

3Y112

size run
220-275
skier type
Intermediate
color
White/SIlver/Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
85
weight (1 boot)
1469g

Designed for intermediate to advanced 
recreational skiers, the ENYO 95 
combines comfort, precision, and 
power. It offers:
• Adaptability with C3 Technology:    

Tailor the calf volume to your liking.
• Higher Flex for Unbeatable 

Performance: Conquer any terrain 
with ease.

• Customizable Inner Boot: Achieve the 
perfect fit within minutes.

Elevate your skiing experience with 
the ENYO 95. It's more than just a 
skiboot; it's your key to unlocking new 
adventures.

The ENYO 85 offers the ideal platform 
for beginners to intermediate skiers 
seeking the best price-performance 
option with the latest technology. Key 
features include:
• Adaptability with C3 Technology: 

Tailor the calf volume to your liking.
• Exceptional Value: Get the most out 

of your investment.
• Cutting-Edge Technology: Stay ahead 

of the curve on the slopes.
 
Conquer the mountains with 
confidence, courtesy of the ENYO 85.

The ENYO 85 offers the ideal platform 
for beginners to intermediate skiers 
seeking the best price-performance 
option with the latest technology. Key 
features include:
• Adaptability with C3 Technology: 

Tailor the calf volume to your liking.
• Exceptional Value: Get the most out 

of your investment.
• Cutting-Edge Technology: Stay ahead 

of the curve on the slopes.
 
Conquer the mountains with 
confidence, courtesy of the ENYO 85.

Õ

Õ

Õ
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eve + rubybe the first, feel the rush?

EVE 75

3L341

size run
220-275
skier type
Intermediate
color
Mint
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
75
last 
102
weight (1 boot) 
1518g

Packed with power, the hardest 
boot in the line, equipped with 
NEW Micro ALU buckle, Ana-
tomically shaped shell, Volume 
expander, and Lightweight
construction, is ideal for
intermediate to advanced skiers 
seeking enhanced control and 
responsiveness. Sporting all the 
features of its younger sister, 
this boot delivers top-notch 
performance while ensuring your 
preferred level of comfort.

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

Õ

EVE 75 HEAT

3Y011

size run
220-275
skier type
Intermediate
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
75
last 
102
weight (1 boot) 
1536g

Introducing the new heated 
EVE75 boot, designed exclusively 
for women, to tackle the slopes 
with confidence! Our lightweight 
contender stands out among 
women's boots, featuring Flex 75, 
Volume Expander, GRIP WALK, and 
a new ergonomic fit shell with a 
wire catcher buckle. Embrace the 
difference as you carve your way 
downhill with comfort and style.

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

Õ

EVE 75

3Y021

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
75
last 
102
weight (1 boot) 
1518g

Introducing the EVE75, your 
ultimate bang-for-the-buck boot. 
This rich black stunner is more 
than just an eyecatcher. With 
an anatomically shaped shell 
and advanced features like the 
NEW Micro ALU buckle, Volume 
Expander, and Grip Walk, it delivers 
a tailored skiing experience 
driven by comfort and precision, 
empowering you to ski at a high 
level without compromise.

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

Õ

Anatomically 
shaped shell 
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Meet the prize fighter of the line, 
the snow-white beauty of a boot 
with NEW Micro ALU buckle, 
Anatomically shaped shell, Volume 
expander, Lightweight construction, 
and Grip Walk. Perfect for 
those who prioritize comfort 
over performance, this boot's 
anatomical design ensures optimal 
weight distribution, keeping your 
legs fresh and allowing you to 
effortlessly plow through the snow.

EVE 65

3L361  

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
65
last 
100
weight (1 boot) 
1517g

RUBY 60

3L432

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

RUBY 60

3L431

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

flex
60
last 
104
weight (1 boot) 
1618g

flex
60
last 
104
weight (1 boot) 
1618g

Indulge in comfort with this boot 
designed for entry-level skiers 
seeking relaxed and enjoyable 
rides. Volume control offers a 
customized fit in the foot and calf 
area, and an adjustable macro 
buckle ensures personalized 
comfort. Choose from a range of 
stylish colors to suit your style 
and conquer the mountain with 
confidence.

Step into pure comfort with this 
boot designed for entry-level 
skiers who prioritize relaxed and 
enjoyable rides. Volume control 
in the foot and calf area, along 
with an adjustable macro buckle, 
ensures a perfect fit. Choose from 
a range of colors to match your 
style, and conquer the mountain 
with confidence!

EVE 65

3L362

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
65
last 
100
weight (1 boot) 
1517g

Discover the prize fighter of the 
line with the snow-white beauty 
of a boot featuring NEW Micro 
ALU buckle, Anatomically shaped 
shell, Volume expander, and 
Lightweight construction. Perfect 
for comfort-oriented skiers, this 
boot's anatomical design relieves 
pressure, keeping your legs fresh 
and allowing you to glide through 
snow with ease.

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

Õ

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Volume 
expander

Light weight 
construction

NEW
Micro ALU buckle

Õ
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elitestep it up 

ELITE 120 HEAT

3X011

size run
250-325
skier type
Advanced
color
Gray
shell
Polyether
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
120
last 
100/102
weight (1 boot) 
2266g

Elevate your skiing with our 
feature-packed boot! Engineered 
with InTemp technology for comfort, 
4DRY lining to keep your foot dry, 
and Xframe and VCP for superior 
pressure transfer. Grip Walk adds 
versatility, while the adjustable 
rear spoiler lets you customize the 
fit. Unleash your potential on the 
slopes with this heated hard hitter.

ELITE 90

3X022

size run
250-325
skier type
Advanced
color
Petrolio/Gray
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
90
last 
100/102
weight (1 boot) 
1896g

Experience style and comfort 
with this ski boot, packing all the 
features of its younger sister but 
with a softer touch. Technically 
stiffer, it offers generous handling 
and precision for intermediate 
to advanced skiers. Equipped 
with Xframe, VCP, and Grip Walk 
for enhanced performance and 
versatility on the slopes.

Experience the perfect fusion of 
style and comfort with our ski 
boot, featuring Xframe, VCP, and 
Grip Walk technologies. Softer 
yet technically stiffer, it provides 
generous handling and precision 
for intermediate to advanced 
skiers. Unmatched support and 
stability ensure confident carving 
through snow. Customizable fit 
enhances performance on any 
terrain. Embrace the softer side 
of performance and elevate your 
skiing game with this top-of-the-
line boot.

ELITE 90

3X021

size run
250-325
skier type
Advanced
color
Petrolio
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
90
last 
100/102
weight (1 boot) 
1896g

Õ

Õ

Õ
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XTRackproving ground

XTRACK 90 HEAT

3X031

size run
250-325
skier type
Advanced
color
Petrolio
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
90
last 
102/104
weight (1 boot) 
1808g

Experience the pinnacle of comfort 
and performance with our mid-
range ski boot, featuring the built-in 
heating system InTemp. The rein-
forced X frame ensures additional 
support and stability on challenging 
terrain. Designed to take beginners' 
skiing to the next level, this boot 
also boasts VCP and Grip Walk 
technologies, providing versatile 
control and confident skiing on 
any terrain. Elevate your skiing 
experience and enjoy unparalleled 
comfort with this exceptional ski 
boot.

Embark on your skiing journey 
with our ideal boot for beginners. 
The X frame provides superior 
performance and stability, while 
the comfortable lining and softer 
flex ensure a relaxed and enjoyable 
skiing experience. Discover the joy 
of skiing with this exceptional boot, 
designed to make your day on the 
slopes truly unforgettable.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

XTRACK 90

3X071

size run
250-325
skier type
Advanced
color
Petrolio
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
90
last 
102/104
weight (1 boot) 
1764g

Discover maximum comfort and 
high-level performance with this 
mid-range ski boot, equipped with 
the reinforced X frame for addition-
al support and stability on steeper 
terrain. Perfect for beginners seek-
ing to elevate their skiing, this boot 
also features VCP and Grip Walk 
technologies, providing versatile 
control and confident skiing on any 
terrain.

XTRACK 70

3X041

size run
250-325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
102/104
weight (1 boot) 
1827g

Õ

Õ

OPTION

Õ
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XTRACK 70

3X042

size run
250-325
skier type
Recreational
color
Petrolio/Gray
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
last 
102/104
weight (1 boot) 
1827g

XTRACK 60

3X052

size run
250-325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
60
last 
102/104
weight (1 boot) 
1919g

XTRACK 60

3X051

size run
250-325
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
60
last 
102/104
weight (1 boot) 
1919g

Discover the softest boot in our 
line, designed to slide on with 
ease while maintaining a secure 
grip when needed. With adjustable 
height and volume, comfortable 
soft flex, and reinforced X frame, 
this boot is the perfect fit for 
beginners seeking optimal comfort 
and support on the slopes.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

For those embarking on their ski-
ing journey, this boot is the perfect 
option to try. Supported with an X 
frame for enhanced performance 
and stability, it offers a comfortable 
lining and softer flex to keep your 
foot relaxed throughout the day on 
the slopes. Unleash the joy of ski-
ing with this ideal boot, designed 
to make your skiing experience 
truly unforgettable.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

Experience the softest boot in our 
line, designed to slide on your foot 
with ease while providing a tight 
grip when needed. With adjustable 
height and volume, comfortable 
soft flex, and reinforced X frame, 
this boot is the perfect fit for 
beginners seeking optimal comfort 
and support on the slopes..

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY
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duofun never stops

DUO 70

3E881

size run
220-275
skier type
Advanced
color
Red
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
70
weight (1 boot) 
1255g

Get the most out of your 
skis. Advanced technology 
solutions ensure superior 
responsiveness while staying 
light on your feet. But don't 
let it fool you. This kid has 
an attitude. An anatomic 
footbed, harder flex, and an 
ergonomically shaped shell 
make it tough to beat on the 
slopes. 

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Mega elite micro 
buckle

height adjustable 
spoiler 

Õ

GW HEEL AND TOE

MAN
2M051 

A norm

LADY AND JUNIOR
2A721

A norm

KID
2A741

C norm

Õ
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DUO 4 MAX

3E893

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
1232g

Meet DUO 4 - the epitome of com-
fort and performance. Its anatom-
ically shaped shell guarantees a 
tight grip for optimum control. The 
Light Duo Wire buckle adds con-
venience, while the optional Grip 
Walk feature ensures seamless 
transitions. Don't settle for anything 
less; experience high-functioning 
comfort with DUO 4. Choose your 
favorite color, and ski in style and 
confidence.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 3 MAX

3E923

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
1149g

Meet DUO 3 - the ultimate kid's 
boot for beginners. Designed with 
an anatomically shaped shell, it 
guarantees a comfortable fit. Made 
from top-quality materials, this 
feather-light contender is perfect 
for youngsters who prefer a softer 
boot yet enjoy occasional speed. 
Enhance their experience with the 
Grip Walk feature for seamless 
transitions and effortless skiing. 
Watch your little one conquer the 
slopes in style and confidence with 
DUO 3.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 2 MAX

3F423

size run
165-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
763g

Introducing DUO 2 - the soft flex 
kid's boot for collecting good 
moments. Effortless to put on and 
take off, its relaxed fit promotes 
efficient breathability, while the 
advanced lining prevents sweat-
ing. This beginner's boot boasts 
special features found in its peers, 
offered in various attractive styles 
and colors. Choose your favorite 
and let young skiers revel in unfor-
gettable experiences with DUO 2.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 1 MAX

3F403

size run
150-220
skier type
Recreational
color
Deep blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
594g

Beginners will find a reliable 
partner in this boot. The DUO 1 
is equipped with a firm shell for 
added support and to prevent any 
undesirable tumbles. It's not loose 
on foot, but it won't smother it 
either. The interior offers plenty of 
breathing room for the toes, ensur-
ing maximum fit at a high level of 
comfort on and off the skis. 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light duo wire 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ
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duofun never stops
DUO 4 GIRL

3E901

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
1232g

Meet DUO 4 - the epitome of 
comfort and performance. Its ana-
tomically shaped shell guarantees 
a tight grip for optimum control. 
The Light Duo Wire buckle adds 
convenience, while the optional Grip 
Walk feature ensures seamless 
transitions. Don't settle for anything 
less; experience high-functioning 
comfort with DUO 4. Choose your 
favorite color, and ski in style and 
confidence.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 3 GIRL

3E931

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
1149g

Meet DUO 3 - the ultimate kid's 
boot for beginners. Designed with 
an anatomically shaped shell, it 
guarantees a comfortable fit. Made 
from top-quality materials, this 
feather-light contender is perfect 
for youngsters who prefer a softer 
boot yet enjoy occasional speed. 
Enhance their experience with the 
Grip Walk feature for seamless 
transitions and effortless skiing. 
Watch your little one conquer the 
slopes in style and confidence with 
DUO 3. 

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 2 GIRL

3F431

size run
165-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
763g

Introducing DUO 2 - the soft flex 
kid's boot for collecting good 
moments. Effortless to put on and 
take off, its relaxed fit promotes 
efficient breathability, while the 
advanced lining prevents sweating. 
This beginner's boot boasts special 
features found in its peers, offered 
in various attractive styles and 
colors. Choose your favorite and let 
young skiers revel in unforgettable 
experiences with DUO 2.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 1 GIRL

3F411

size run
150-220
skier type
Recreational
color
Turquoise
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
594g

Beginners will find a reliable 
partner in this boot. The DUO 1 
is equipped with a firm shell for 
added support and to prevent any 
undesirable tumbles. It's not loose 
on foot, but it won't smother it 
either. The interior offers plenty of 
breathing room for the toes, ensur-
ing maximum fit at a high level of 
comfort on and off the skis. 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light duo wire 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ
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DUO 4

3E894

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
1232g

Meet DUO 4 - the epitome of com-
fort and performance. Its anatom-
ically shaped shell guarantees a 
tight grip for optimum control. The 
Light Duo Wire buckle adds con-
venience, while the optional Grip 
Walk feature ensures seamless 
transitions. Don't settle for anything 
less; experience high-functioning 
comfort with DUO 4. Choose your 
favorite color, and ski in style and 
confidence.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 3

3E924

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
1149g

Meet DUO 3 - the ultimate kid's 
boot for beginners. Designed with 
an anatomically shaped shell, it 
guarantees a comfortable fit. Made 
from top-quality materials, this 
feather-light contender is perfect 
for youngsters who prefer a softer 
boot yet enjoy occasional speed. 
Enhance their experience with the 
Grip Walk feature for seamless 
transitions and effortless skiing. 
Watch your little one conquer the 
slopes in style and confidence 
with DUO 3.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 2

3F424

size run
165-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
763g

Introducing DUO 2 - the soft flex 
kid's boot for collecting good 
moments. Effortless to put on and 
take off, its relaxed fit promotes 
efficient breathability, while the 
advanced lining prevents sweating. 
This beginner's boot boasts special 
features found in its peers, offered 
in various attractive styles and col-
ors. Choose your favorite and let 
young skiers revel in unforgettable 
experiences with DUO 2.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

DUO 1

3F404

size run
150-220
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
594g

Beginners will find a reliable 
partner in this boot. The DUO 1 
is equipped with a firm shell for 
added support and to prevent any 
undesirable tumbles. It's not loose 
on foot, but it won't smother it 
either. The interior offers plenty of 
breathing room for the toes, ensur-
ing maximum fit at a high level of 
comfort on and off the skis. 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light duo wire 
buckle

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ
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Lightweight construction provides 
superb comfort all day long.

Designed with superior materials and a pronounced 
profile, this ergonomic sole provides excellent grip 
even on slippery surfaces and makes walking in ski 
boots easier and more natural.

eonfun and easy

Our EON boot is easy and quick to put on, leaving you with more time to 
just have fun on the ski slopes. The boot features innovative design, superb 
comfort and attractive look, perfect for little skiing superstars.

EON
Easy On

alpinasports.com

BUCKLE UP IN NO TIME
Our easy-to-use buckle system is kid-friendly, 
extremely reliable and guarantees a perfect fit.

EASY ON SYSTEM
Wide opening makes it easy to get in and out of the boot, 
giving your kids the chance to do it all by themselves.

Anatomically shaped 
shell ensures the perfect 
position of the foot.
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EON

3K231

size run
220-265
skier type
Recreational
color
Black/White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
1270g

Eon - the hip boot for young skiers. 
The innovative Easy On system 
ensures effortless putting on and 
taking off. The Grip Walk option 
enhances walking ease, while 
the lightweight construction and 
anatomically shaped shell provide 
exceptional comfort for young 
feet. Embrace hassle-free skiing 
adventures as your little ones 
conquer the slopes confidently and 
comfortably in Eon.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

OPTION

Õ

EON

3K071

size run
140-210
skier type
Recreational
color
Black/White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
722g

Eon - the hip boot for young skiers. 
The innovative Easy On system 
ensures effortless putting on and 
taking off. The Grip Walk option 
enhances walking ease, while 
the lightweight construction and 
anatomically shaped shell provide 
exceptional comfort for young 
feet. Embrace hassle-free skiing 
adventures as your little ones 
conquer the slopes confidently and 
comfortably in Eon.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

EON GIRL

3K072

size run
140-210
skier type
Recreational
color
White/Pink
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
722g

Eon - the hip boot for young skiers. 
The innovative Easy On system 
ensures effortless putting on and 
taking off. The Grip Walk option 
enhances walking ease, while 
the lightweight construction and 
anatomically shaped shell provide 
exceptional comfort for young 
feet. Embrace hassle-free skiing 
adventures as your little ones 
conquer the slopes confidently and 
comfortably in Eon.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

EON RTL

3K081

size run
140-210
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
830g

Eon - the hip boot for young skiers. 
The innovative Easy On system 
ensures effortless putting on and 
taking off. The Grip Walk option 
enhances walking ease, while 
the lightweight construction and 
anatomically shaped shell provide 
exceptional comfort for young 
feet. Embrace hassle-free skiing 
adventures as your little ones 
conquer the slopes confidently and 
comfortably in Eon.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Anatomically 
shaped shell 

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

Light weight 
construction

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ
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j-line

J 4

3J321

size run
220-265
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
1185g

J 3

3J311

size run
220-265
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
1107g

J 2

3K091

size run
170-215
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
704g

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it with 
an anatomically designed shell for 
a tighter grip where and when it 
matters the most. Don't settle just 
for comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. 

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it with 
an anatomically designed shell for 
a tighter grip where and when it 
matters the most. Don't settle just 
for comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. 

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it with 
an anatomically designed shell for 
a tighter grip where and when it 
matters the most. Don't settle just 
for comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. 
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J 4 GIRL

3J322

size run
220-265
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
flex
Soft
weight (1 boot) 
1185g

J 3 GIRL

3J312

size run
220-265
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
1107g

J 2 GIRL

3K092

size run
170-215
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
weight (1 boot) 
704g

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it with 
an anatomically designed shell for 
a tighter grip where and when it 
matters the most. Don't settle just 
for comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. 

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it with 
an anatomically designed shell for 
a tighter grip where and when it 
matters the most. Don't settle just 
for comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. 

This boot is as comfortable as 
your favorite shoe but with more 
impressive features. We fitted it with 
an anatomically designed shell for 
a tighter grip where and when it 
matters the most. Don't settle just 
for comfort when you can have high 
functioning comfort. 
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r4.0 + x5

R4.0

3M821/3M831
size run
255-310/225-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Meet the R4.0, our recreational 
cruiser, equipped with the Easy On 
system. This ski boot effortlessly 
slides onto your foot, providing a 
relaxed fit with ample breathing room. 
Whether you're a complete beginner 
or a laid-back intermediate skier, the 
Alpina R4.0 is your happy home on 
the slopes.

R4.0

3M822/3M832

size run
255-310/225-275
skier type
Recreational
color
White
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

Meet the R4.0, our recreational 
cruiser, equipped with the Easy On 
system. This ski boot effortlessly 
slides onto your foot, providing a 
relaxed fit with ample breathing room. 
Whether you're a complete beginner 
or a laid-back intermediate skier, the 
Alpina R4.0 is your happy home on 
the slopes.

flex
50
last 
105
weight (1 boot) 
1480g

flex
50
last 
105
weight (1 boot) 
1480g

X5

3X061

size run
250-315
skier type
Intermediate
color
Black/Red
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

X5 EVE

3Y031

size run
220-275
skier type
Recreational
color
Black/Blue
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine

flex
75
last 
102
weight (1 boot) 
1742 g

flex
65
last 
102
weight (1 boot) 
1653 g

An ideal choice for recreational 
skiers who value a good time, 
comfort and performance all winter 
long. The X5 boots will inspire 
confidence on the trail as they offer 
many great features to have you 
looking good and shredding even 
better.

An ideal choice for recreational 
skiers who value a good time, 
comfort and performance all winter 
long. The X5 boots will inspire 
confidence on the trail as they offer 
many great features to have you 
looking good and shredding even 
better.
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let the fun begin!
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rentalfull force

DISCOVERY XR

3M455 / 3M465

size run
250-325 / 220-245
skier type
Recreational
color
Black
shell
Polyolefine
cuff
Polyolefine
last
104
weight (1 boot) 
2202g

The Discovery XR rental boot is 
engineered like a weapon,
ensuring exceptional durability 
and performance. Its impenetra-
ble outer shell tackles accidental 
bumps with ease, while the snug 
interior provides a secure fit.
Designed for efficiency, it slides 
effortlessly onto the foot, and the 
magnesium buckles snap into 
place effortlessly. Get ready to 
conquer the slopes with the
Discovery 4 rental boot.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

Stronger, reinforced
aluminum-alloy buckles

Durable PU material
for shell and cuff

Durable heel and toe plates
for reliable long-term wear

Durable and anatomic footbed
for more comfort and longer wear

EAN code pocket for easy
system referencing

Tyrolia color-coding for easy 
match with skis and bindings 
(only DSS line)

Pre-curved ratchet buckle for 
fast and simple buckling

Spring-loaded buckle
for easy handling

RENTAL SPECS

OPTION

Õ
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DSS KID Z  

3K28Z 
 
mondo 
14.0 - 15.5 
weight (1 boot) 
617g
sole length
194 mm

 Z

DSS JR F

3K29F

mondo 
16.0 - 18.5 
weight (1 boot) 
848g
sole length
219 mm

 F

DSS JR M  

3K29M 

mondo 
19.0 - 21.5
weight (1 boot) 
984g
sole length
245 mm

 M

DSS JR C 

3J91C 

mondo 
22.0 - 24.5
weight (1 boot) 
1430g
sole length
272 mm

C

DSS JR G  

3J91G 

mondo 
25.0 - 26.5 
weight (1 boot) 
1608g
sole length
290 mm

 G

DSS G

3X11G

mondo 
23.5 - 24.5 
weight (1 boot) 
2022g
sole length
290 mm

 G

DSS O

3X10O
 
mondo 
26.5 - 27.5 
weight (1 boot) 
2386g
sole length
320 mm

 O

DSS V

3X10V

mondo 
29.5 - 30.5 
weight (1 boot) 
2724g
sole length
350 mm

 V

DSS 1

3X091
 
mondo 
32.5 - 33.5 
weight (1 boot) 
3084g
sole length
370 mm

 1

DSS SYSTEM RENTAL MODELS AND SIZING

JUNIOR RENTAL

Hard on the outside and soft on the inside, it is supported by an X frame chassis for incredible stability and better control on any terrain. 
We also fitted it with adjustable volume control to ensure a higher level of comfort. This immortal piece of hardware will last longer, no 
matter how many feet take it for a spin.

GRIP WALK SOLD SEPARATELY

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ

OPTION

Õ
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CODE > 54041 / 54047 54051 / 54057 54091 / 54097

MODEL > ELITE 3.0 SKATE ELITE 3.0 CLASSIC ELITE 3.0 DUATHLON 

SIZE > 35–49 / 351/2–481/2 35–49 / 351/2–481/2 35–49 / 351/2–481/2

FIT   RACE RACE RACE

FLEX  STIFF SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 460G 310G 430G

CUFF ALPINA ELITE / ALPINA ELITE

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA ELITE SKATE CHASSIES ALPINA ELITE CLASSIC CHASSIES ALPINA ELITE SKATE CHASSIES

SOLE ALPINA SPLIT SOLE SK ALPINA SPLIT SOLE CL ALPINA SPLIT SOLE SK

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE SKATE ALPINA ELITE CLASSIC ALPINA ELITE CLASSIC

FOOTBED ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA ORTHOLITE

LACING ALPINA DIAMOND ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

GAITER ALPINA ELITE ALPINA ELITE ALPINA ELITE

MATERIALS NON-PVC NON-PVC NON-PVC

TECHNOLOGIES VCP, VARIO FREE FEEET VCP, VARIO, FREE FEET VCP, VARIO, FREE FEET

ELITE 3.0
SKIER TYPE:  
ELITE RACING

CODE > 53A11 / 53A17 54031 / 54037 53A21 / 53A27

MODEL > PRO SKATE PRO CLASSIC PRO DUATHLON

SIZE > 35–49 / 351/2–481/2 35–49 / 351/2–481/2 35–49 / 351/2–481/2

FIT   RACE RACE RACE

FLEX  STIFF SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 530G 420G 520G

CUFF ALPINA PRO SKATE / ALPINA PRO SKATE

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA ELITE SKATE ALPINA PRO CLASSIC ALPINA PRO SKATE

SOLE ALPINA PRO SKATE ALPINA PRO CLASSIC ALPINA PRO SKATE

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE SKATE ALPINA PRO CLASSIC ALPINA ELITE CLASSIC

FOOTBED ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA ORTHOLITE

LACING ALPINA DIAMOND ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

GAITER ALPINA ELITE ALPINA ELITE ALPINA ELITE

MATERIALS NON-PVC NON-PVC NON-PVC

TECHNOLOGIES VCP, VARIO, FREE FEET VCP, VARIO, ACTIVE GRIP, FREE FEET VCP, VARIO, FREE FEET

PRO
SKIER TYPE:  
ELITE RACING

specifications

Made in EU

Made in EU
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COMPETITION

CODE > 54101 54111

MODEL > COMP SKATE COMP CLASSIC

SIZE > 35–49 35–49

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  STIFF SOFT

WEIGHT 500G 430G

CUFF ALPINA PRO SKATE /

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA COMP SKATE ALPINA COMP CLASSIC

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PRO SKATE ALPINA PRO CLASSIC

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE SKATE ALPINA PRO CLASSIC

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

GAITER ALPINA ELITE ALPINA ELITE

MATERIALS NON-PVC, IGLOO NON-PVC, IGLOO

TECHNOLOGIES VARIO, FREE FEET VARIO, ACTIVE GRIP, FREE FEET

SKIER TYPE:  
RACING

RACING

CODE > 54211K 54221K 54231K

MODEL > RACE SKATE RACE CLASSIC RACE COMBI

SIZE > 35–49 35–49 35–49

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  STIFF SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 560G 460G 560G

CUFF ALPINA RACE SKATE / ALPINA RACE SKATE

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA RACE SKATE ALPINA RACE CLASSIC ALPINA RACE SKATE

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PRO SKATE ALPINA PRO CLASSIC ALPINA PRO SKATE

MIDSOLE ALPINA TEMPO SKATE ALPINA TEMPO CLASSIC ALPINA TEMPO CLASSIC

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

GAITER 4DRY 4DRY 4DRY

MATERIALS IGLOO IGLOO IGLOO

TECHNOLOGIES VARIO, FREE FEET VARIO, ACTIVE GRIP, FREE FEET VARIO, FREE FEET

SKIER TYPE:  
RACING

Made in EU
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CODE > 53541K 53551K 53561K 53571K 53581K 53591K

MODEL > T 40 T 30 T 15 T 10 T 5 PLUS T 5

SIZE > 35–50 35–50 35–50 35–50 35–50 35–50

FIT   COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT

FLEX  STIFF SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 680G 600G 500G 500G 570G 530G

CUFF ALPINA TEMPO
SKATE

ALPINA TEMPO
 COMBI

ALINA TEMPO
COMBI / / /

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA TEMPO ALPINA TEMPO ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE ROTTEFELLA T4 ROTTEFELLA T4 ROTTEFELLA T4

MIDSOLE
ALINA TEMPO

SKATE
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC

FOOTBED ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR

MATERIALS PVC, THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE PVC/NEOPRENE,
THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE

TOURING
SKIER TYPE:  
TOURING

CODE > 52431K 55861K 55871K 55881B 55891K 55911K

MODEL > ADVENTURER 75 T 30 EVE T 15 EVE T 10 EVE T 5 PLUS EVE T 5 EVE

SIZE > 35–50 35–42 35–42 35–42 35–42 25-38

FIT   COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT

FLEX  SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 540G 510G 420G 420G 470G 420G

CUFF / ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI

ALPINA TEMPO
COMBI / / /

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED ALPINA T MOLDED

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE 75MM ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE ROTTEFELLA T4 ROTTEFELLA T4 ROTTEFELLA T4

MIDSOLE
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC
ALINA TEMPO

CLASSIC

FOOTBED ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR

MATERIALS PVC, THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE PVC/NEOPRENE,
THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE PVC, THINSULATE

TOURING
SKIER TYPE:  
TOURING

specifications
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CODE > 59941K 59601K 59591K 59821K 59831K 59841K

MODEL > RACE COMBI JR T KID TJ T 10 JR T 5 PLUS JR T 5 JR

SIZE > 33-42 25–38 25–38 25–38 25–38 25–38

FIT   DYNAMIC COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT COMFORT

FLEX  SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 510G 350G 360G 360G 410G 380G

CUFF
ALPINA RACE

SKATE JR / / / / /

HEEL COUNTER
ALPINA RACE

SKATE JR ALPINA MOLDED ALPINA MOLDED ALPINA MOLDED ALPINA MOLDED ALPINA MOLDED

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PULSE JR ROTEFELLA T4 JR ROTEFELLA T4 JR ROTEFELLA T4 JR ROTEFELLA T4 JR ROTEFELLA T4 JR

MIDSOLE ALPINA TEMPO CL JR ALPINA TEMPO CL JR ALPINA TEMPO CL JR ALPINA TEMPO CL JR ALPINA TEMPO CL JR ALPINA TEMPO CL JR

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR ALPINA TOUR

GAITER 4DRY PVC PVC PVC/NEOPRENE PVC PVC

MATERIALS IGLOO THINSULATE THINSULATE THINSULATE THINSULATE THINSULATE

TECHNOLOGIES FREE FEET, VARIO / / / / /

JUNIOR
SKIER TYPE:  
JUNIOR TOURING

CODE > 55832 55852 55842

MODEL > ELITE 3.0 SKATE JR ELITE 3.0 CLASSIC JR ELITE 3.0 DUATHLON JR

SIZE > 33-42 33-42 33-42

FIT   RACE JUNIOR RACE JUNIOR RACE JUNIOR

FLEX  STIFF SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 440G 350G 420G

CUFF ALPINA PRO JR SKATE / ALPINA PRO JR SKATE

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA PRO JR SKATE ALPINA PRO JR CLASSIC ALPINA PRO JR SKATE

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE SK JR ALPINA ELITE CL JR ALPINA ELITE CL JR

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

GAITER 4DRY 4DRY 4DRY

MATERIALS THINSULATE THINSULATE THINSULATE

TECHNOLOGIES FREE FEET FREE FEET FREE FEET

JUNIOR
SKIER TYPE:  
JUNIOR RACING

Made in EU
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specifications

CODE > 53791K 53792K

MODEL > XT ACTION XT ACTION

SIZE > 36-48 36-48

FIT   COMFORT COMFORT

WEIGHT 650G 650G

SOLE EVA/RUBBER EVA/RUBBER

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ANATOMIC

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

MATERIALS 4DRY, THINSULATE 4DRY, THINSULATE

WINTER TREKKING
SKIER TYPE:  
TREKKING

CODE > 50B43K 59A32K 50B62K 51683K 51684K

MODEL > OVERBOOT TOURING OVERBOOT JUNIOR OVERBOOT BC OVERBOOT RACING OVERSHOE ELITE 3.0

SIZE > 36-48 26-38 36-48 35-50 35-50

WEIGHT 100G 50G 100G 100G 260G

MATERIALS CORDURA, FUR CORDURA, FUR CORDURA, FUR NEOPRENE NEOPRENE

ALL WEATHER
ADD-ONS

CODE > 539M1 539L1

MODEL > PIONEER TECH PIONEER PRO

SIZE > 36-49 36-49

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  STIFF STIFF

WEIGHT 680G 770G

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA PRO CLASSIC THERMO MOLDED BC

SOLE ROTEFELLA XPLORE ROTEFELLA XPLORE

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE SKATE ALPINA ELITE SKATE

FOOTBED ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA ORTHOLITE

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

MATERIALS SUPER FABRIC, ALPITEX NATURAL LEATHER + TECHNICAL
EMATERIAL, ALPITEX

TECHNOLOGIES BC BOOTIE PRO, FREE FEET BC BOOTIE PRO, FREE FEET

BACKCOUNTRY
SKIER TYPE:  
TREKKING

Made in EU
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CODE > 539X1 539U1 539S1 539T1

MODEL > DISCOVERER VITAL DISCOVERER FREE TOURER PRO TOURER VITAL

SIZE > 36–48 36–49 36–49 36–49

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM

WEIGHT 730G 770G 680G 770G

HEEL COUNTER THERMO MOLDED BC THERMO MOLDED BC THERMO MOLDED BC THERMO MOLDED BC

SOLE ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN

MIDSOLE ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

MATERIALS NATURAL LEATHER,
ALPITEX

NATURAL LEATHER,
TECHNICAL MATERIAL,

ALPITEX
VEGAN, TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, ALPITEX

VEGAN, TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, ALPITEX

TECHNOLOGIES BC BOOTIE PRO, FREE FEET BC BOOTIE PRO, FREE FEET BC BOOTIE PRO, FREE FEET BC BOOTIE PRO, FREE FEET

SKIER TYPE:  
BACKCOUNTRY

BACKCOUNTRY

CODE > 539Y1 539Y2 539Z2 53A31

MODEL > TOURER FREE TOURER FREE TOURER LIGHT TOURER FREE 75
SIZE > 36–49 36–49 36–48 36–49

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM

WEIGHT 770G 770G 770G 770G

HEEL COUNTER THERMO MOLDED BC THERMO MOLDED BC THERMO MOLDED BC THERMO MOLDED BC

SOLE ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN VIBRAM 75 MM

MIDSOLE ALPINA TEMPO CLASSIC ALPINA TEMPO CLASSIC ALPINA TEMPO CLASSIC ALPINA ELITE SKATE

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

MATERIALS VEGAN, TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, ALPITEX, IGLOO

VEGAN, TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, ALPITEX, IGLOO

VEGAN, TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, ALPITEX, IGLOO

VEGAN, TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, ALPITEX, IGLOO

TECHNOLOGIES BC PRIME, FREE FEET BC PRIME, FREE FEET BC PRIME, FREE FEET BC PRIME, FREE FEET

SKIER TYPE:  
BACKCOUNTRY

BACKCOUNTRY

Made in EU

Made in EU
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specifications

CODE > 53971 50062 51711 50082 50083

MODEL > ALASKA XP ALASKA ALASKA HEAT ALASKA 75 ALASKA 75

SIZE > 36-50 36-47 40-47 36-47 36-47

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM

WEIGHT 930G 930G 1060G 1050G 1050G

HEEL COUNTER THERMO MOLDED THERMO MOLDED THERMO MOLDED THERMO MOLDED THERMO MOLDED

SOLE ROTEFELLA XPLORE ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN 75 MM VIBRAM 75 MM VIBRAM

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE SK ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL

FOOTBED ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

MATERIALS
NATURAL LEATHER,

ALPITEX, THINSULATE
NATURAL LEATHER,

ALPITEX, THINSULATE
NATURAL LEATHER,

ALPITEX, THINSULATE
NATURAL LEATHER,

ALPITEX, THINSULATE
NATURAL LEATHER,

ALPITEX, THINSULATE

TECHNOLOGIES BC BOOTIE PRO BC BOOTIE PRO BC BOOTIE PRO, INTEMP BC BOOTIE PRO BC BOOTIE PRO

BACKCOUNTRY
SKIER TYPE:  
BACKCOUNTRY

CODE > 51701 55491

MODEL > OUTLANDER OUTLANDER EVE

SIZE > 36-49 35-42

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  MEDIUM MEDIUM

WEIGHT 860G 690G

CUFF ALPINA TEMPO COMBI ALPINA TEMPO COMBI

HEEL COUNTER THERMO MOLDED THERMO MOLDED

SOLE ROTEFELLA BC NNN ROTEFELLA BC NNN

MIDSOLE ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

MATERIALS
PVC, ALPITEX,
THINSULATE

PVC, ALPITEX,
THINSULATE

LINER SPEC. BC PRIME BC PRIME

BACKCOUNTRY
SKIER TYPE:  
BACKCOUNTRY

Made in EU
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CODE > 53481 53491

MODEL > PRO CL SM PRO SK SM

SIZE > 35–50 35–50

FIT   RACE RACE

FLEX  SOFT STIFF

WEIGHT 300G 440G

CUFF / ALPINA ELITE SKATE

HEEL COUNTER THERMO MOLDED ALPINA ELITE RS

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE

MIDSOLE ALPINA ELITE CL ALPINA ELITE SK

FOOTBED ALPINA ORTHOLITE ALPINA ORTHOLITE

MATERIALS TEXTILE TEXTILE

TECHNOLOGIES VENTILATED VENTILATED

ROLLERSKI
SKIER TYPE:  
ELITE RACING, SPORT

CODE > 53501K 53511K 53521K

MODEL > RACE CL SM RACE CL AS SM RACE SK SM

SIZE > 35–50 35–50 35–50

FIT   DYNAMIC DYNAMIC DYNAMIC

FLEX  SOFT SOFT STIFF

WEIGHT 410G 500G 530G

CUFF / ALPINA TEMPO COMBI ALPINA PRO RS SKATE

HEEL COUNTER ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO ALPINA PRO RS SKATE

LACING ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME ALPINA PRIME

SOLE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE ALPINA PULSE

MIDSOLE ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO CL ALPINA TEMPO SKATE

FOOTBED ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP ALPINA COMP

MATERIALS TEXTILE TEXTILE TEXTILE

TECHNOLOGIES VENTILATED VENTILATED VENTILATED

ROLLERSKI
SKIER TYPE:  
ELITE RACING, SPORT

Made in EU
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specifications

ENYO

EVE

SKIER TYPE: 
ADVANCED /
INTERMEDIATE

SKIER TYPE:  
INTERMEDIATE

CODE > 3Y131 3Y141 3Y121 3Y111 3Y112

MODEL > ENYO 105 HEAT ENYO 105 ENYO 95 ENYO 85 ENYO 85

SIZE > 220-275 220-275 220-275 220-275 220-275

SKIER TYPE   ADVANCED ADVANCED ADVANCED INTERMEDIATE INTERMEDIATE

FLEX  105 105 95 85 85

WEIGHT 1495G 1461G 1461G 1469G 1468G

MATERIAL - SHELL PU PU POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

MATERIAL - CUFF POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES
INTEMP, VCP,

GRIP WALK, C3
VCP, GRIP WALK, C3 VCP, GRIP WALK, C3 GRIP WALK, C3 GRIP WALK, C3

CODE > 3Y011 3Y021 3L341 3L361 3L362

MODEL > EVE 75 HEAT EVE 75 EVE 75 EVE 65 EVE 65

SIZE > 220-275 220-275 220-275 220-275 220-275

SKIER TYPE INTERMEDIATE INTERMEDIATE INTERMEDIATE RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  75 75 75 65 65

WEIGHT 1536G 1518G 1518G 1517G 1517G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES IN TEMP, GRIP WALK GRIP WALK GRIP WALK GRIP WALK GRIP WALK

CODE > 3L431 3L432

MODEL > RUBY 60 RUBY 60

SIZE > 220-275 220-275

SKIER TYPE RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  60 60

WEIGHT 1618G 1618G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES VCP, VCR VCP, VCR

RUBY
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL
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CODE > 3X011 3X021 3X022

MODEL > ELITE 120 HEAT ELITE 90 ELITE 90

SIZE > 250-325 250-325 250-325

SKIER TYPE ADVANCED ADVANCED ADVANCED

FLEX  120 90 90

WEIGHT 2266G 1896G 1896G

MATERIALS POLYETHER, POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES IN TEMP, 4 DRY, X FRAME,
VCP, GRIP WALK

X FRAME, VCP,
GRIP WALK

X FRAME, VCP
GRIP WALK

ELITE
SKIER TYPE:  
ADVANCED

X-TRACK
SKIER TYPE:  
ADVANCED/
RECREATIONAL

CODE > 3X031 3X071 3X041 3X042 3X051 3X052

MODEL > X-TRACK 90 HEAT X-TRACK 90 X-TRACK 70 X-TRACK 70 X-TRACK 60 X-TRACK 60

SIZE > 250-325 250-325 250-325 250-325 250-325 250-325

SKIER TYPE ADVANCED ADVANCED RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  90 90 70 70 60 60

WEIGHT 1808G 1764G 1827G 1827G 1919G 1919G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES
IN TEMP, X FRAME,
VCP, GRIP WALK

X FRAME, VCP,
GRIP WALK

X FRAME, VCP,
GRIP WALK OP.

X FRAME, VCP,
GRIP WALK OP.

X FRAME, VCP,
GRIP WALK OP.

X FRAME, VCP,
GRIP WALK OP.

CODE > 3E881 3E893 3E923 3F423 3F403

MODEL > DUO 70 DUO 4 MAX DUO 3 MAX DUO 2 MAX DUO 1 MAX

SIZE > 220-275 220-275 220-275 165-215 150-220

SKIER TYPE ADVANCED RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  70 SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 1255G 1232G 1149G 763G 594G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES GRIP WALK GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION /

DUO
SKIER TYPE:  
ADVANCED/
RECREATIONAL
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specifications

CODE > 3E901 3E931 3F431 3F411

MODEL > DUO 4 GIRL DUO 3 GIRL DUO 2 GIRL DUO 1 GIRL

SIZE > 220-275 220-275 165-215 150-220

SKIER TYPE RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 1232G 1149G 763G 594G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION /

DUO GIRL
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL

CODE > 3K231 3K071 3K072 3K081

MODEL > EON EON EON GIRL EON RTL

SIZE > 220-265 140-215 140-215 140-215

SKIER TYPE  RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 1270G 722G 722G 830G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION

EON
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL

CODE > 3E894 3E924 3F424 3F404

MODEL > DUO 4 DUO 3 DUO 2 DUO 1

SIZE > 220-275 220-275 165-215 150-220

SKIER TYPE RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  SOFT SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 1232G 1149G 763G 594G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

TECHNOLOGIES GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION GRIP WALK OPTION /

DUO
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL
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CODE > 3X061 3Y031

MODEL > X5 X5 EVE

SIZE > 250-315 220-275

SKIER TYPE   RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  75 65

WEIGHT 1742G 1653G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

CODE > 3J321 3J311 3K091

MODEL > J 4 J 3 J 2

SIZE > 220-265 220-265 170-215

SKIER TYPE  RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 1185G 1107G 704G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

CODE > 3J321 3J311 3K091

MODEL > J 4 J 3 J 2

SIZE > 220-265 220-265 170-215

SKIER TYPE  RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  SOFT SOFT SOFT

WEIGHT 1185G 1107G 704G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

J-LINE
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL

J-LINE
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL

X-LINE
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL

CODE >       3M821 / 3M831       3M822 / 3M832
MODEL > R4.0 R4.0

SIZE > 255-310 / 225-275 255-310 / 225-275

SKIER TYPE   RECREATIONAL RECREATIONAL

FLEX  50 50

WEIGHT 1480G 1480G

MATERIALS POLYOLEFINE POLYOLEFINE

R4
SKIER TYPE:  
RECREATIONAL
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softgoods

CODE > J10801, J10802 J12821

MODEL > ALPINA TEXTILE BANNER ALPINA ROLL UP

MATERIAL > 100% POLYESTER 100% POLYESTER

COLOR RED RED

CODE > JK3771 JM9412 / XM5202 JM9441

MODEL > BANDANA CLASSIC T-SHIRT T-SHIRT

MATERIAL > 100% POLYESTER  100% COTTON 100% COTTON

COLOR RED RED BLACK

CODE > J13001 J13002 J10791 J10781

MODEL > BEACH CHAIR A-SEAT ALPINA BEACHFLAG 
CLASSIC 220

ALPINA BEACHFLAG
CLASSIC 5.0

MATERIAL > WOOD, COTTON METAL, COTTON 100% POLYESTER 100% POLYESTER

COLOR RED RED RED RED
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 Challenge. every day.

AUSTRIA
HF SPORT
Bahnhofstrasse 10,
9431 ST. Stefan, Wolfsberg
0043-(0) 4352-51500,
info@hfsport.at

AUSTRALIA
EVEREST SPORTS
PO Box 278, Bright,
VIC 3741,
Australia
28A Ireland St. Bright,
VIC 3741, Australia
61 (0)3 5755 2227
fax: 61 (0)3 5755 2004,
simon@everestsports.com.au

BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA
ALPINA BH D.O.O.
Ulica Vrbanjuša 25,
71000 Sarajevo
+387 33 590 510,
alpinabh@alpina.si

CANADA
ELAN SPORTS INC.
81-H Brunswick Blvd.,
Dollard des Ormeaux
Quebec H9B 2J5
+1 (514) 421 7871,
cs@elansports.ca

CHINA (DH)
BEIJING SNOWELAN SPORT
DEVELOPMENT LTD .CO
ADD: 0112 offices, 112 Andelu Road,
Xicheng district, 100120,
Beijing, China
+8610 88371009,
fax: +8610 88371007
M: +86 13901297482,
contact person: Karen

CZECH REPUBLIC
INA SPORT SPOL. S.R.O.
Dusikova 3, 63800 Brno
+420 545 422 431,
inasport@inasport.cz

DENMARK
CENTRANO APS
Omega 6, 8382 Hinnerup, soften
+45 70 50 03 33

ESTONIA
A2K SPORT OU
RIIA MAJA
Riia mnt. 169A, 80010 Pärnu
+372 50 79 899,
kaupo@a2k.ee

FINLAND (XC)
NORMARK SUOMI OY
Peltonen Ski Oy / Rapala VMC
North Europe Oy
Mäkelänkatu 87
00610 Helsinki
+358-444250500

FINLAND (DH)
NEONSUN OY
Puusepänkatu 5,
13110 Hml
+358 3 6127 222,
neosun@neosun.fi

FRANCE
SUNSET SAS
475 Route De La Dranse,
74500 Amphion Les Bains
+33 (0)450 717 723,
johann@sunset-sport.fr

GERMANY (XC)
OLIVER KRAAS,
NORDIC SPORTS CONSULTING
Dorfstr. 25, 94252 Bayer. Eisenstein
+49 9925 7289989,
o.kraas@nordicsportscosulting.com
www.nordicsportsconsulting.com

ICELAND
Útivist og veiði ehf
Kaupvangsstæti 4
600 Akureyri
Iceland
+354 4611516
+354 8682400,
utivistogveidi@simnet.is

ITALY
SKI TRAB S.R.L.
Via Battaglion Tirano 6,
23032 Bormio
+39 0342 901650,
a.trabucchi@skitrab.com

JAPAN (XC)
ELAN JAPAN CO., LTD.
101-0061, SR BLDG.2F,
3-1-2 Misaki-Cyo, Chiyoda-Ku
+813 6272 9016,
genjo@elanjapan.co.jp

KAZAHSTAN
LIMPOPO OUTDOOR COMPANY
Seyfullin Str. 534, 480072 Almaty
+7 727 261 7061,
limpopo-kz@mail.ru

LATVIA (XC)
MY SPORT SIA
Dārzciema iela 60, Rīga
T/Fax +371 67563422,
gatis@my-sport.lv

LITHUANA
UAB PRAMOGU SLENIS
Santariskiu str. 41-11,
LT-08440 Vilnius
+37065905057, marijus@skigo.lt

NORWAY
ULTIMATE NORDIC AS
Tevlingveien 23, 1081 Oslo
+47 22 57 50 50,
kundeservice@ultimatenordic.no

POLAND
INA SPORT spol. s r.o.
Dusikova 3, 638 00 Brno
+48 696 597 073,
dagmara.krzyzynska@inasport.pl

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
SDF INTERNATIONAL Co., Ltd.
T/fax +82(0)2-2231-8941
https://alpinasport.imweb.me/
B1, 32, Wiryeseong-daero 22-gil
Songpa-gu, SEOUL, 5656

SERBIA
ALPINA-YUG D.O.O.
Bulevar Mihajla Pupina
10z VP 32,
11070 Novi Beograd
+381 66 8117 883,
alpinashop-srb@alpina.si

SLOVAKIA
INA SPORT spol, s r.o.
Dusikova 3, 638 00 Brno
+421 905 669 710
jan.devecka@inasport.sk

SLOVENIA
ALPINA D.O.O.
Strojarska 2, 4226 Žiri
+386 4 51 58 000,
alpina@alpina.si

SWEDEN
TRACKS & TRAILS AB
Hökared, Ladan,
447 94 Vårgårda
+46 322 660 525,
info@trackstrails.se
www.trackstrails.se

SWITZERLAND (XC)
Swiss Sports GmbH
+41-(0)76-502 57 57
info@SwissSports.ch
www.swisssports.ch
Luzernerstrasse 43
Cham, CH-6330

USA
ELAN USA CORP
93 Etna Road, Lebanon,
NH 03766
+1 603 448 3101,
info@elansports.com

www.alpinasports.com
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